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ABSTRACT
Can  CAPACITY  BUILDING:  HOW  ARE  LOW-INCOME  FAM[,IES
AND  COuIES  OF  COLORENGAGED  IN  THEPROCESS?
PROGRAM  AND  POLICY  DEVELOPMENT:
NATURALISTIC  CROSS-SECTIONAL  STUDY
USING  STANDARDIZED  OPEN-ENDED  INTERVIEWS
JUANITA  JUDIE  CUTLER
11 NOVEMBER,  2002
An  issue  for  policy-makers  and  community  organizations  across  Minnesota  is the
lack  of  knowledge  about  how  to engage  low-income  families  and  people  of  color  in
community  decision-making  and  community  capacity  building  efforts.  A  culturally
diverse  research  team  interviewed  forty-nine  coimnunity  leaders  who  had  been  identified
as change  agents,  had  stniggled  to  become  leaders,  were  perceived  as mentors,  and/or
wereviewedasculturalleaders.  Amajorthemeofwhatworkedforcoimnunitiesto
engage  the  disenfranchised  centered  on  the  development  of  safe  forums  for  dialogue  to
create insightful  tnusting and meaningful  relationships and to better understand race,
class  and  culture.  A  second  theme  promoted  action  learning  opportunities  to  give  aspiig
leaders  the  gift oftime  to find  theirvoice,  and  an important  finaltheme  provided  an on-
going  support  systemto  the  trainee  in  the  form  of  a tnisted  community  mentor,  leader,
trainer,  cultural  or  community  guide.  This  research  will  benefit  those  in  program  and
organizational  development,  policy-makers,  comuiunity  organizers,  social  workers  and
others  who  work  to engage  the  disenfranchised.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Areas  of  Need  and  Purpose  of  Study
The  successful  community  of  the  future  will  be one  that  has, by  a process  of
dialogue  and  deliberation,  discovered  for  itselfthe  basic  elements  required  for  common
ground.  The  future  stability  and  success  of  communities  will  depend  on  their  creation  of  a
community  life  that  is accessible  to  everyone.  Citizens  and  policymakers  know  that  if
solutions  are to  be found  to  society's  most  intractable  problems,  new  ways  oftalking,
deciding,  and  moving  to action  must  be discovered.  Whether  the  technique  is based  on
technology,  town  meetings,  or  neighborhood  discussion  groups,  the  function  of  deciding
together  is critical  for  communities  (cited  in  Hesselbein,  1998,  p. 231).
McKnight  (1995)  posits  that  a community  is more  than  just  a place.  It  is
comprised  ofvarious  groups  ofpeople  who  worktogether  on a face-to-face  basis  in
publiclife,notjustinprivate.  Thepeopleofthecommunitycometogethertbrough
associations  such  as the  American  Legion,  a bowling  league,  coffee  klatches,  small
decision-making  groups  or  a block  club. They  meet  in restaurants,  beauty  parlors,
barbershops,  bars,  stores  and  other  businesses.  They  gather  for  interaction  and
transaction.  However,itisfromtheseassociationsthatmostlabeledpeopleareexcluded,
including  low-income  families  and  people  of  color,  the  disadvantaged  and  people  with
disabilities.  And,  it is these  associations  into  which  they  need  to  be included  ifthey  are to
become  active  citizens  at the  associational  center  of  a democratic  society.
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This  thesiswas  an exploration  fot  undergtandmg  how  low-income  families  and
people  of  color  are engaged  in  the  interaction  and  transaction  of  communities  across
Minnesota.  It  presents  the  work  of  the  p*cipal  investigator,  supported  by  Full  Circle
Community  histitute,  .Tnc., to  identify  programs  and  initiatives  across  Minnesota  designed
to develop  leadership  and engage  low-income  families  and  people  of  color.
Background
The  Govetnor's  Office  of  Minnesota  was  awarded  a State  hicentive  Grant  (SIG)  in
1998  fromthe  Substance  Abuse  Mental  Health  Services  Administration/Center  for
Substance  Abuse  Prevention  (SAM[-ISA/CSAP).  In  this  grant,  the  state  of  Minnesota  and
CSAP  agreed  on two  goals:
1. To develop and implement a statewide alcohol  tobacco and other dtug abuse
(ATODA)  prevention  strategy  which  coordinates,  leverages  and/or  redirects,  as
appropriate  an substance  abuse  resources  within  Minnesota  that  are directed  at
communities,  families,  schools  and  workplaces  in  order  that  these  resources  be
directed  at effective  and  promising  prevention  approaches  to  reduce  the  use of
alcohol  tobacco and other drugs by our youth.
2.  Todirect85%oftheawardtocommunitiestoimplementcommunity-based
prevention  efforts  grounded  in  science-based  research  findings  (SIG  Manual).
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The  agreement  resulted  in  representatives  fromthe  Departments  of  Children,  Families
and  Learning,  Public  Safety,  Health,  and  Human  Services,  coming  together  dumg  1999
with  key  community  representatives  from  across  the  state  to address  the  community  issue
of  reducing alcohol  tobacco and other dmg abuse among Minnesota's  youth. The
gathemg  of  state  agency  representatives  and  community  representatwes  resulted  in  the
development  ofthe  State  hicentive  Grant  Advisory  Committee.  Over  a period  of  several
months,  the  members  developed  a planning  process  to guide  their  work.  They  discussed,
argued,  and  listened  to  each  other,  and developed  a draft  vision  for  ATODA  prevention.
Minnesota's  draft  vision  for  ATODAprevention  seeks  to create  the  conditions  for  all
children  and youth  in  Minnesotato  grow  up in safe  and caig  commnnities  thst  value
them  and  support  their  healthy  development  and  transition  to  adulthood.  The  SIG
Advisory  Committee  now  needs  information  to  guide  their  worktowards  implementation
oftheirvision.
Purpose  and  Need
The  SIGAdvisory  Committee  members  need  to  identify  what  efforts  are currently
working  in  Minnesota  to  develop  safe  and  camg  communities.  They  need  to  knowhow
low-income  families  and  people  of  color  have  participated  in  the  decision-making
processes  for  developing  and  implementing  capacity-building  programs  and  initiatives
relative  to safe and  caig  communities.
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To  support  the  Advisory  Committee,  the  author,  together  with  a research  team,
conducted  a study  that  asked  informed  stakeholders  the  following  major  question:
How are low-income  families  and people of  color throughoutMitmesota
engaged in commutx% decision-makuig  as it relates to the development and
inqylemcutui;on  d  capacky-building  4forts?
This  information  is intended  to  benefit  program  planners  at the  state  level  as well
as planners  and  citizens  at the  community  level.  However,  the  people  most  distant  from
the  decision-making  table,  the  disenfranchised  and  those  not  included  in  community
decision-making,  will  benefit  the  most  fromtbis  study  as barriers  to  their  participation  are
identified  and  recommendations  are made  to  alleviate  them
Relevant  Literature
In  reviewing  the  literature  around  the  issues  of  engaging  low-.uicome  families  and
people  of  color  in  community  decision-making  regarding  capacity-building  efforts,  four
themes  emerged.  One  major  theme  was  related  to  the  complexity  of  current  community
issues  and  the  need  to  address  that  complexity  through  comprehensive,  collaborative
community  initiatives  (Schorr,  1997';  Briand,  1999;  Aaron,  Mann  &  Taylor,  1994;
Putnam,2000).  Asecondthemewasrelatedtotheengagementofthegeneralpublicin
creating  a collective  yision  oftransformation  for  communities  andthe  tnust  that  is needed
to engage  a complete  and  very  diverse  citizenry  in  the  process  (Steele,  1990;  Potapchuk
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&  Crocker,  1999).  A  third  theme  was  related  to  the  development  of  a'nd need  for
effective  community  leadership  training  (Potapchuk  &  Crocker,  1999;  Fawcett,  Paine-
Andrews,  Francisco,  Schultz,  Richter,  Lewis,  Williams,  Harris,  Berkley,  Fisher  &  Lopez,
1995)  and  the  fourth  theme  was  related  to  issues  of  inclusion,  diversity  and  values  in
public  policy  (Aaron  et al., 1994).  The  literature  search  was  expanded  to  include  a broad
historical  perspective  on  how  some  groups  ofpeople  have  built  social  capitol  while  other
groups  have  been  pulled  apart  and stnuggle  to  produce  social  capitol  (del  Castillo,  1995;
Deloria  & Lytle, 1984; Hooks, 2000; Stack, 1974; Steel 1990). The literature search was
also  expanded  to find  a relevant  framework  for  understandmg  community  empowerment
and  capacity  building  (Potapchuk  &  Crocker,  1999;  Fawcett  et al., 1995).  The  author
found  a plethora  of  literature  affirming  the  necessary  inclusion  of  all  people  in  the
decision-making  process  of  community  building.  However,  a very  limited  scope  of
research  was  found  on  howto  measure  community  capacity  as well  as how  to actually
engage  low-income  families  and  people  of  color  in  the  decision-making  process.
Theoretical  Implications
This  studywas  conducted  from  an ecological  perspective,  intended  to  broaden  the
field  of  nnrlerstanrling  for  social  workers  regarding  general  systems  theory  and  the  impact
of  environment  on individual  behavior.  A  culturally  diverse  team  of  investigators  used
telephone  interviews,  personal  interviews  and  focus  groups  (Patton,  1987;  Rubin  &
Babbie,  1993)  to explore  how  low-income  families  and  people  of  color  in  Minnesota
were  engaged  in  the  decision-making  process  relative  to  the  development  and
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implementation  ofthe  identified  programs  and  initiatives.  The  p'icipal  investigator
attempted  to  develop  an understanding  ofthe  dynamics  ofpower  and  the  capacity  of  low-
income  families  and  people  of  color  to  engage  in  their  local  community  decision-making
processes  (Fawcett  et al., 1995;  Putnam,  2000;  Potapchuck  &  Crocker,  1999;
Pinderhughes,  1989).
Defining  Inclusive  Community  and  Collective  Capacity  Building
For  purposes  of  this  study,  conmxunity  capacity  is the  community's  ability  to
pursue its chosen purposes and course of  action both now and in the future; communil
empowerment  is defined  broadly  as the  process  of  gaining  influence  over  condhions  that
matter  to  people  who  share  neighborhoods,  workplaces,  experiences  or concerns;
empowerment  refers  to  the  process  of  gaining  influence  over  events  and outcomes  of
importance  which  may  unfold  at multiple  and  interconnected  levels  including  the
individual  group or organization and community; power involves the capacity to
influence,  for  one's  own  benefit,  the  forces  that  affect  one's  life;  power  imbalarbce  refers
to  the  dynamics  created  when  an individual  or  one  group  ofpeople  has  disproportionate
decision-making  authority  over  conditions  that  matterto  another;  social  capital  refers  to
socialnetworksandtheassociatednormsofreciprocity;  boriingsocialcapitalrefersto
strong  ties  that  link  one  to  relatives  and  friends  who  are  valuable  for  providing  more
intimate  social  and  psychological  support  (pary  group);  bridgingsocial  capital  refers
to  weak  ties  or  ribbons  that  link  one  to distant  acquaintances  who  move  in  different
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c'ucles  and  are valuable  for  seeking  jobs  and  polhical  allies  or  for  information  diffusion
(secondary  group);  civic  capital  refers  to  the  conective  civic  capacities  of  a community.
At  the  national,  state,  and  local  levels,  there  has  been  a renewed  emphasis  upon
the  importance  of  community  in  supporting  human  growth  and development,  ueating
economic  opportunity  and  establishing  shared  values  and activities  that  connect  people
with  one another  in  meaningful,  participatory  ways  (Bruner,  1999).  hi  this  shidy,  three
common  themes  regarding  strategies  that  worked  to  connect  people  in  communities
across  Minnesota  included  the  development  of  safe  fonums  for  dialogue  between  the
citizenry  of  each  community,  the  use  of  a community  or  cultural  guide  in action  learning,
and  the  development  oftnust  as an outcome  of  safe  dialogue  and  meaningful  action
learning.
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n. REVIEW  OF THE  LITERATURE
Historical  Concept  of  Community
McKnight  (1995)  promoted  a definition  of  community  as was  first  described  by
Alexis  de Tocqueville,  the  French  count  who  visited  the  United  States  in  1831.
TocquevUle  found  small  groups  of  common  citizens  cog  together  to  freely  form
ni-ganizationsthstsolveproblems.  Heobservedtbreefeaturesinhowthesenrzsnizstinnq
operated.  First,theydecidedtheyhadthepowertodecidewhatwasaproblem  Second,
they  decided  they  had  the  power  to decide  how  to solve  the  problem.  Third,  they  often
decided  that  theywould  themselves  become  the  key  actors  in  implementing  the  solution.
He  considered  these  citizen  associations  uniquely  powerful  and  the  foundation
cornerstones  of  American  communities.  Toqueville  wrote  in  his  book,  Democraq  in
America  (cited  in  Briand,  1999,  p. 29)  "Nothing  [was]  more  stg...than  the  absence
of...the  goveent."  hi  his  view,  the  citizens  of  each  locality  could  address  the  affairs
oftheir  locality  betterthan  the  government  was  able  to  because  the  citizens  were
enlightened  and  awake  to  the'u  own  interests.  Furthermore,  theywere  accustomed  to
reflecting  and  acting  on  the  issues  themselves.
h  contrast,  as these  small  groups  of  immigrant  citizens  to America  were  freely
coming  together  to  form  associations,  the  familial  and  tribal  associations  of  American
Indian  people  were  being  systematically  torn  apart  and  destroyed  as the  Bureau  of  hidian
Affairs  was  being  created  by  the  government  (Citizen's  Advocate  Center,  1969).  The
Bureau  of  hidian  Affairs  was  established  in  1834  as a division  ofthe  Wat  Department,
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charged  with  creating  peace  tteaties  with  mdians  as soveteign  nations  and  with  enforcing
promises  to cease  hostilities,  confining  hidians  to  particular  lands.  The  Bureau  was
transferred  to  the  Department  ofthe  hiterior  in  1849  and  hidians  have  since  then  been
defined  by  the  land  reserved  for  them  as conquered  people.  The  Bureau  became  the  army
of  occupation  exercising  all  powers  necessary  to govern  the  hidian  territories.  mdians
were  granted  citizenship  in  the  United  States  in 1924,  and  the  Bureau's  responsibilkies
were  broadened  to  include  administration  ofprograms  created  by  Congress  to  give  the
new  citizen  what  it considered  propertraining.  As  trustee,  governor  and  benefactor  ofthe
hidian,  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  was  a pervasive  presence  in  the  hidian  world.  The
Harvard  Law  Review  (cited  in  Citizen's  Advocate  Center,  1969,  p. 7) said:
"Although  the  normal  expectation  in  American  Society  is that  a private  individual
or  group  may  do anything  unless  it  is specificany  prohibited  by  the  Government,
it  might  be said  that  the  normal  expectation  on  the  reservation  is that  the  Indians
may  not  do anything  unless  it  is specifically  permitted  bythe  Government."
Researchers  at the  Citizen's  Advocate  Center  (1969)  referred  to one  mdian  group
as all  kin;  they  said  the  Cherokee  lived  as one  people  bonn  in  permanent  and  fixed
relation  who  would  come  and  go, sha:mg resources  and  supporting  one  another.  The
researchers  considered  the  vitality  ofthe  Cherokee  sense of  community  as defying  both
description  and  the  probing  analytical  mind  ofthe  dissecting  social  scientist
In  the  African  American  community,  Stack  (1974)  found  that  cooperating
networks  ofpeople  shared  many  goals  consting  a group  identity.  Stackfoundthat
patterns  of  exchange  were  embedded  in  well-defined  kinsbip  obligations  among  people
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living  in  poverty  and  in cultures  lacking  a political  state.  Social  relationships  between
kin  who  had  consistently  traded  material  and  cultural  support  over  the  years  displayed
feelings  of  both  generosity  and  martyrdom  The  cost  of  the  item  exchanged  between  kin
that  createdthe  obligation  was  not  considered  because  there  was  a common  beliefthat
one  good  deed  deserved  another.  Among  kin  and  friends,  temporary  child  exchange  was
a symbol  of  deep mutual  tmst.  The  reciprocal  obligations  lasted  as long  as both
participants  were  mutually  satisfied  duting  which  time  stable  friendships  and  personal
networks  were  formed.  During  this  process,  friends  often  came  to be defuied  as kin,
someone  who  could  be comted  on  while  assuming  the  recognized  responsibilities  of
kinship,  thus  enlarging  the  kinship  network.  Stack  (1974)  observed  that  poverty  created  a
need  for  this  exchange  of  goods  and  service.  hi  her  concluding  statement,  Stack  said  the
black  urban  family,  embedded  in cooperative  domestic  exchange,  proved  to be an
organized,  tenacious,  active,  lifelong  network.
Putnam  (2000)  described  these  natural  networks  as social  capital.  He  said
networks  of  community  engagement  traditionally  involved  mutual  obligations;  they
fostered  sturdy  norms  ofreciprocity:  rll  do tis  for  you  now,  in  the  expectatio'n  that  you
or  someone  else  will  retunn  the  favor.  The  social  exchange  theory  Putnam  preferred  had
a more  generalized  reciprocity:  rll  do this  for  you  with  no  expectation  of  a return  favor  in
the  confident  expectation  that  someone  else will  do something  for  me down  the  road.
Putnam  described  the  core  idea  of  social  capitol  theory  as the  concept  that  social
networks  have  value.  Whereas  physical  capital  refers  to  physical  objects  and  human
capital  refers  to  properties  of  individuals,  social  capital  refers  to connections  among
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individuals-the  socialnetworks  andnorms  ofreciprocity  andtmstworthinessthat  arise
fromthem  Putnam  (2000)  quotes  L.J.  Hanifan,  state  supervisor  of  rural  schools  in  West
Virginia,  1916:
Social capital  is those tangible substances [thatl  count for  most in the daily lives
of people: namely good will, fellawship, sympathy, ari  social intercourse among
the individuals who make up a socia( unit... The iriividual  is he(press, if  /#  to
himself... If  he comes into contact with his neighbor, ari  they with other
neighbors, there will  be an accumulation ofsocial  capital, which may
immediately satisfy his social needs and which may bear a social potentiality
s4tcient  to the substantial improvement of  living  coriitiom  in the whole
communiffl. The community as a whole will  benefit by the cooperation of  all  its
parts, while the iriividhtal  will  find  in his associatiom the advantages of  the help,
the sympathy ari  the fellowship  of  his neighbors.
By  the  tiuu  ofthe  eighteenth  century,  civic  inventiveness  and  development  of
associations  reached  an all-time  high.  One  half  of  all  the  mass  membership  organizat;ions
that  ever  enrolled  at least  1%  ofthe  adult  population  were  founded  in  the  decades
between  1870  and 1920,  including  the  Red  Cross,  the Knights  of  Columbus,  the  Boy
Scouts,  the  Parent  Teacher  Association  and  the  Rotary  Club.  Immigrants  from  Germany,
France,  Sweden,  Norway,  Ireland  and  other  countries  continued  to arrme  in  the  United
States  and  their  ethnic  groups  spawned  their  own  fraternal  associations.  They  organized
mutual aid societies, free loan societies, burial societies, social sports and recreational
societies,  language  newspapers,  churches  and synagogues.  The  benevolent  society  for
mutual  aid  was  the  bedrock  of  community,  providing  financial  security,  camaraderie,  and
political  representation  (Putnam).
Augsburg  College Library
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The  building  of  associations  among  African  Americans  freed  from  bondage  who
were  facing  profound  social  dislocation  followed  much  the  same  patteni  between  1870
and 1900.  W.E.B.  Du  Bois  emphasized  the  importance  ofAfrican  American  secret
societies  such  as the  Odd  Fellows  and  Freemasons,  in  shing  "pastime  fromthe
monotony  ofwork,  a field  for  ambition  and  intrigue,  a chance  for  parade,  and  insurance
against  misfortune"  (cited  in  Putnam,  2000).  The  church,  especially,  played  a role  of
unique  importance  in  social  capital  formation  within  the  African  American  community
Beyond  its  purely  religious  fiuiction,  it  had  the  roles  of  lyceum,  conservatory,  fo
social  service  center,  political  academy,  financial  iustitiition,  preservationist  of  culture
and  champion  of  ffeedom
Development  of  associations  witbin  ethnic  communities  reached  an all-time  high
dutingtheearlyyearsofthenineteenthcentury.  However,theendofthenineteenth
century  brought  division  by  class,  ethnicity  and  race. The  progressive  era  was  marked
with  ethnocentrism  and  racist  vigilantism  with  daily  lynchings  of  African  Americans
across  America.  The  separate  but  equal  Jim  Crow  laws  spread  legal  exclusionary
practice  from  the  south  to  the  mid-west  and  west.  African  Americans  in  particular  were
intentionally  excluded  from  participating  in  politics  and civic  engagement.  g this
same  time,  associations  were  developed  lig  blacks  and  whites  together  iti  support  of
social  reform,  above  all,  the  NAACP  and  the  Urban  League  (Putnam,  2000).
Meanwhile,  in  the  southwestern  part  ofthe  nation  duigl880,  the  first  family
members of  a future  community  organizer  and social  reformer,  Cesar  Chavez,  arrived  in
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America  from  Mexico  (del  Castillo,  1995).  Chavez  was  born  in  Arizona  in 1927,
growing  up with  his  grandmother  who,  along  with  his  mother,  became  a major  influence
onbislife.  Theyinstilledaloveoftheritualsofchurch,holidaysandspecialfeastdays;
mdtheytaughthimhowtospeakandreadhislanguage.  However,hewasnotallowed
to speak  Spanish  at school  and  was  punished  with  the  nuler  to his  knuckles  when  he
forgot.  mthe  evenings  he listenedto  adultstalk  aboutthe  haciendas,  how  big  landowners
treatedpeople,abouttheinjustices,thecnuelties,theexploitations.  Heobservedhis
father  and  relatives  as they  organized  community  members  to  assist  with  fiind-raisers  for
political  candidates  and  encouraged  Mexican-Americanvoters  to  vote  as a group.  This
was  the  early  training  ground  for  Chavez.  When  he was  twelve  years  of  age,  his  family
lost  their  family  farm  and  had  to  make  then  way  to  California,  joining  more  than  250,000
other  migrant  workers.  Theywere  a multinational  people:  poor  whites,  black
sharecroppers,  Mexican  immigrants  and  Mexican  migrants  from  other  states,
dispossessed  urban  workers  of  every  nationaIlity.  Despite  their  differences  in  language
and  background,  they  shared  a daily  stnuggle  against  insecurity,  hunger,  and  fear. Chavez
as a Mexican-Ame.tican,  other  Mexicans  and  black  migrant  agricultural  workers  had  the
additional  obstacle  of  racism  to face  (del  Castillo).
Duting  this  period,  as the  Chavez  family  moved  up and  down  Califoia  from
farmto  farm,  young  Cesar  encounteredthe  conditionshe  would  commk  the  rest  ofhis
life  to  changing:  wretched  migrant  cainps,  cor;mpt  labor  contractors,  meager  wages  for
back-breaking  work,  and  bitter  racism.  For  Chavez,  cooperation  was  the  aim  of  life;
common  respect  was  the  basis  of  cooperation  and  happiness;  and  spirituality  and
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humanism'were  the  criteria  ofrespect.  Chavez  arguedthat,  "Poor  people  and
immigrants...broughttothiscountrysomeveryimportantthingsofthespirit.  Buttoo
often,  they  are choked;  they  are not  allowed  to  flourish  in  our  society.  People  are not
going  to  tiun  back  now.  The  poor  are on  the  march:  black,  brown,  red,  everyone,  whites
included"  (cited  in  Del  Castillo,  1995).  More  thm  a well-known  labor  a'nd union  leader
ofthe  farm  workers,  more  than  a spiritual  leader  ofthe  Chicano  movement,  Chavez  was
an American  social  reformer  (del  Castillo).
A Philosophical  and  Conceptual  Framework  for  Community  Empowerment
Putnam  (2000)  reportedthat  historically,  social  capitolhad  been  the  main  weapon
of  the  have-nots  who  lacked  other  forms  of  capital  "Solidarity  forever"  had  been  the
rallying  cry  for  those  such  as etbnic  minorities  and  the  working  class  who  lacked  access
to conventional  political  clout.  He  recognized,  however,  that  social  inequalities  could  be
imbedded  in  the  constiuct  of  social  capital.  He  observed  that  norms  and  networks  that
serve  some  groups  could  obstnuct  others,  particularlyifthe  normswere  discatory  or
the  networks  socially  segregated.  The  civil  rights  movement  was,  in  part,  aimed  at
destroying  certain  exclusive,  non-bridging  forms  of  social  capitol  -  raciany  homogenous
schools  and  neighborhoods.  Putnam  found  that  while  social  capital  was  important  in
sustaig  coimnunity,  it did  not  exempt  society  fromthe  need  to  worg  about  how  a
particular  community  was  defined  -  who  was  in  and  who  was  out.  The  evidence  provided
by  Putnam  showed  that  community  and  equality  are mutually  reinforcing,  not  mutually
incompatible.  Conversely,  the  growing  gap between  the  rich  and  poor  duig  the  last
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third  ofthe  twentieth  century  coincided  directly  with  the  first  sustained  decline  in social
capital;  America  became  less  well  adjusted  economically  and  less  well  connected  socially
and  politicany.
Putnam  (2000)  referredto  two  dimensions  of  social  capital  as being  important:
bridging  social  capital  (inclusive)  and bonding  social  capkal  (exclusive).  He  gave
examples  of  bonding  social  capital  as etbnic  fraternal  organizations,  church-based
women's  reading  groups,  or  fashionable  country  clubs.  Dense  networks  wkhin  ethnic
enclaves  provided  cnicial  social  and  psychological  support  for  less  fortunate  members  of
the  community,  while  furnishing  start-up  financing,  markets,  and  reliable  labor  for
entrepreneurs.  By  contrast,  he gave  examples  of  bridging  social  capital  as networks  better
suited  to  linking  one  to  external  assets  such  as jobs  and  political  allies.  The  civil  rights
movement,  many  youth  service  groups,  and  ecumenical  religious  activities  provided
opportiuiity  for  more  distant  but  needed  connections  to  be made.
Ayala  (cited  in  Hesselbein,  1998,  p. 261)  found  indicators  of  social  change
identified  by  people  as they  in  conversation  lamented  the  weakening  and  collapse  of
community.  Ayala  said  people  mourned  the  decline  offamilies,  neighborhoods,  villages,
churches,  cMc  clubs,  and  other  groups  that  once  gave  men  and  women  a sense  of
belonging  and  of  being  needed.  Wheatley  (cited  in Hesselbein,  1998,  p. 9) observed  that
humanbeingshadagreat'needforoneanother;theyhadaninstinctofcommunity.  She
observed  that  private  conversations  occurred  on a regular  basis  regarding  who  people  are
and  what  matters.  What  needed  to  happen,  she concluded,  was  that  prmate  conversations,
usually  held  in  kitchens  and  grocery  stores,  needed  to  be held  at the  broader  community
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level  where  the  call  ofthat  purpose  would  attract  other  individuals  and  all  their
uniqueness.  Wheatley  forecasted  the  result  would  be a community  founded  on desire  not
directmes  by  the  goveent  or  outside  power.
Principals  for  Political  Discourse  and  Community  Empowerment
Popenoe  (1994)  found  that  people  required  two  essential  things  for  their  social
well-being:  close  personal  attachments  and  good  community  relationships.  He  statedthat
to  have  a society  in  which  these  are enhanced,  one  must  seek  to  restore  a cultural  balance
between  ind'Mdual  autonomy  and  community  needs.  He  saidtbis  ideology  of
cnmmnnitsrisn  imlivirli'ialism  promoted  families  that  could  performtheir  assigned  tasks,
communitiesthat  couldprovide  supportto  such  families,  and  a larger  society  bound
together  by  a culture  of  shared  values.
Briand  (1999),  on  the  other  hand,  argued  that  deliberate  dialogue  in safe  forums
was  necessaryto  judge  and  choose  between  conflicting  goodtbings  andvalues,  a process
he called  practical  politics.  He  said  politics  needed  to  proceed  not  through  an explicit
search  for  the  common  good,  but  implicitly  through  an effort  to address  specific,  concrete
problems,  challenges  and opportunities  that  involve  conflicting  goodthing  -  things  that
need  to  be reconciled  by  the  political  acts  of  deliberating,  forming  a judgment,  choosing,
and collectively  devising  a way  fomard  that  everyone  can  go along  with.
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Briand  (1999)  identified  fwe  piciples  that,  when  used  to guide  the  discourse  of
decision-making  within  communities,  produced  more  effective  results  than  communnies
not  using  them  He  identified  the  five  p'iciples  as:
1.  Iru::lusion:  Having  a broad  range  and  large  number  of  ordinary  persons,  not  just
formal  decision-makers,  providing  consent  and contribution  to  the  decision-making
process,  allowing  no one  to  feel  left  out;
2. Compre/xension;HavingaprofoundandcomprehensivepoliticalnnrlersfamlinBnfthe
matter  to  which  the  community  must  respond,  searching  for  mutualunderstanduig  of
underlying  sources  of  differences  between  all  people,  and  connecting  the  community
effort  to  the  big  picture;
3. Deliberation:  Recognizing  and  accepting  that  every  political  situation  presents  people
with  a hard  choice  between  good  tbitigs  about  which  they  care  deeply,  and  that  the
best  collective  judgment  ofpeople  comes  forth  through  dialogue;
4.  Cooperation:  Working  together  for  mutual  benefit  and  fosteig  civic  relationships
versus  using  a mutuany  harmfiil  win-lose  competitive  process;
5. Realism:  Having  no fflusion  about  the  ease of  overcoming  obstacles  but  also  having
no illusion  about  the  ease of  collectively  solving  problems  and  meeting  challenges
confronting  communities.
According  to  Briand,  the  essential  task  of  democratic  politics  is to enable  the  public
to  make  sound  decisions,  as a public.  To  do this,  citizens  must  form  a common
perspective,  reach  a shared  judgment,  and  make  a collectme  choice  abouthowtheywill
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respond  to  the  problems  and  opportunities  their  communities  encoiuiter.  The  purpose  of
leadership,  then,  is to  improve  the  public's  ability  and  readiness  to  form  a common
perspective,  to  reach  a shared  judgment  and  to make  a collective  choice  that  sets a
directionforthecommunitythateveryonecangoalongwith.  Hearguesthatleadership
is the  activity  ofpromoting  inclusion,  comprehension,  deliberation,  cooperatton,  and
realism  in  a community's  politics...it  is the  activity  of  promoting  practical  politics.
Enabling  Strategies  for  Community  Empowerment
The  Heartland  Center  for  Leadership  Development  (cited  in  Briand,  p. 30)  found
that  communities  that  had  coped  well  with  fiindamental  restnuctuting  exhibited  (among
other  things)  a participatory  approach  to community  decision  making,  a cooperative
community  spirit,  a problem-solg  orientation  to  issues  ofpublic  policy,  and  a belief  in
self-reliance  or  the  conviction  that,  in  the  long  , you  have  to  do it  yourse[
Empoweig  individuals  to  resolve  their  own  issues  and  worktogether  to  create
healthy,  active  cnmmnnitie"'  h;qs long  been  an ideal  among  the  helping  professions  and
periodicany,  policy  makers  (Jonson-Reid,  2000).  She found  little  evidence,  however,  to
suggest  that  individual  empowerment  was  a building  block  of  coimnunity  empowennent,
empowered  communities  could  have  un-empowered  residents  and  vice  versa.  Jonson-
Reid  discovered  some  people  could  develop  a sense  of  empowerment  versus  an actual
ability  to  exercise  power.  hi  other  words,  participation  in  community  groups  or
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associations  could  create  a personal  sense  of  empowerment  but  the  individual  still may
not  be an effective  community  change  agent.
Fawcett  et al. (1995)  defined  community  capacity  as the  community's  ability  to
pursue  its  chosen  purposes  and  course  of  action  both  now  and  in  the  future.  He  theorized
that  eollaborative  partnerships  serve  as catalysts  for  the  community,  prompting  members
to  take  action  to  effect  changes  in  programs,  policies  and  practices  tbroughout  the
co:imnunity  causing  a reshaping  of  community  to  better  address  issues  and  concerns.  He
defined  community  empowerment  as the  process  of  gaining  influence  over  conditions
that  matter  to people  who  share  neighborhoods,  workplaces,  experiences,  or  concerns.
Fawcett  identified  four  main  enabling  strategies  for  facilitating  the  process  of  coinmunity
empowerment:
*  Enhancingexperienceandcompetence(theuseofdata,individualtraining,listening
sessions,  tecbnical  assistance  to geate  action  plans,  and consultation  for  selection,
design  and  implementation  ofprojects);
*  Enhancinggroupstmctureandcapacity(theinclusionofpeopleaffectedbythe
problem  being  addressed  including  low  income,  people  of  color  and  youth;  technical
assistance  for  organizational  stnucture  of  committees  across  sectors,  leveraging  of
financial  resources,  and  grant  writing);
*  Removing  social  and  environmental  barriers  (location  of  meetings,  cooperatrve
agreements and medis enBsBement)) and,
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*  Enhancing  environmental  support  and  resources  (focus  groups  to assess community
desires,  public  shaig  of  results,  networking,  outside  teccal  assistance to leverage
micro-grants  for  grass-roots  efforts).
Fawcett  et al. (1995)  used  this  framework  of  empowennent  and  subsequent  activities
as a model  for  improving  collaborative  partnerships  for  community  health  and
development.  He  offered  this  framework  as a tool  for  community  support  organizations
to  enhance  competence  and  resources  of  community  members,  leaders  and  organizations.
Potapchuk  &  Crocker  (1999)  developed  a similar  .frameworkthat  exploredthe
elements  of  civic  capffal  that  he described  asthe  engine  that  drives  a community  to
overcome  bafflers,  create  accountability,  manage  change,  and  get  things  done. He
theoied  that  the  difference  between  a community  that  tutnsthe  corner  on  kstroubles
and  one  that  continues  to  stumble  from  crisis  to  crisis,  is the  ability  to  build  strong
connections  among  successes,  deep  relationships  among  diverse  stakeholders,  and  a
compelling  vision  for  change  that  drives  this  shared  work.  His  framework  outlined  five
civic  capacities  that  successful  communities  nurture:
*  Finding  a shared  vision  to  mo'hate  people  to action;
*  Inclusion,collaborationandaccountabihtythatisrootedindeeplevelsoftnust;
*  Engagementofthepublicinbuildingpoliticalwillforcommunitytransformation,
*  Strengthening  capacity  of  leadership  to conduct  community  business;  and
*  Developing  an orgsni';ratinnal  <ntcture  that  connects  organizations  and  supports  them
to  deepentheir  work  within  the  community
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Putnam  (cited  in Potapchuk  &  Crocker,  1999)  found,  duting  his  twenty-year  search
for  civic  success,  that  more  important  than  governmental  stnxcture  or  economic
achievement  wasthe  presence  oftnist,  reciprocity  and  lasting  relationships  among
citizens  and  the  civic  groups  they  created.  Putnam  argued  that  the  tnie  wellspigs  of
democracy  were  bowling  leagues  and  church  choirs,  neighborhood  associations  and
block clubs. He found that these groups, a sign of  strong social capital  gave cause for
people  to  get  to  knowtheir  neighbors,  learn  howto  work  together  and  to  give  back  to
community.  Potapchuk  &  Crocker  applied  these  findings  from  individuals  working
togetherto  the  interaction  of  organizations  and  institutions  within  the  community,  a sign
of  strong  civic  capital.
The  author  reviewed  both  frameworks  (see  Figure  l)  and,  for  two  reasons,  chose  to
use  the  framework  developed  by  Potapchuk  &  Crocker  to organize  the  main  body  of
researchfuidingsfromtbisstudy.  First,thethemesthatemergedfromthisstudyalign
more  closely  with  the  civic  capital  framework  described  by  Potapchuk  &  Crocker
because  they  included  a separate  section  for  developing  a sharedvision.  Second,  the
language  Potapchuk  &  Crockerusedto  describe  components  oftheir  framework  was
more  compatible  with  the  language  used  by  participants  in  this  study  than  that  used  by
Fawcett  et al. (1999).
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Figure  1: Comparison  of  models  for  understanding  community  capacity
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McKnight  (1995)  identified  three  points  of  entty  into  community  life  for  people who
had  been  historically  excluded.  The  three  points  of  entry  included:
*  Heroicindividualeffortsthatrequiredgrehi  i;niiiiiiiliiieiil  siiilpersistence;
*  Familyandfriendswhousuanysawthatagoodlifewasmorethanjustaserviced
life;  and
*  Community  guides,  those  individuals  who  assumed  a special  responsibility  for
guiding  excluded  people  out  ofthe  world  of  social  service  and  isolation  into  the  realm
of  the  community,
The  coimnunity  guides  -  teachers,  mentors,  tnustedpersons  -  brought  individuals  into
life  as citizens  by  incorporating  them  into  community  relationships  where  their  strengths
and  capacities  could  be expressed  and  valued  -  where  they  could  join  in association  to
create  an inclusive  participatory  community
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m.  METHODOLOGY
Conceptual  and  Operational  Definitions
How  are low-income  families  and  people  of  colortbroughout  Minnesota  engaged
in  community  decision-making  as it relates  to  the  development  and  implementation  of
community  capacity  building  efforts?
To  answer  this  question,  the  author  conducted  a naturalistic  cross-sectional  study
for  explanatory  purposes  using  an interview  guide  with  a standardized  open-ended
approach  (Patton,  1987;  Rubin  &  Babbie,  1993)  for  interviewing  infomed  stakeholders
and  key  informants.  The  author,  as pmcipal  investigator,  conducted  the  research  with
support  from  a three-member  telephone  interview  team  from  Full  Circle  Community
Institute,  Inc. The  research  team,  using  an eight-question  contact  or  interview  log  (see
Appendix  A),  gathered  qualitative  data  by  completing  forty-nine  telephone  interviews.
The  picipal  investigator  then  conducted  seven  face-to-face  interviews  and  two  focus
groups  with  three  participants  in each. The  jor  conceptual  issue  for  the  research  was
lack  ofknowledge  about  how  low-income  families  and  people  of  color  are engaged  in
community  decision-making  regarding  capacity  building  efforts.
The  picipal  investigator  used  an email  questionnaire  (see  Appendix  B)  and  a
listserv  provided  by  a state  agency  to  identify  programs  and  initiatives  throughout
Minnesota  designed  to  develop  leadership  and  empower  children,  youth  avid families.
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The tesearch teamthen explored how low-income families andpeople of col+ in
Minnesota  were  engaged  in  the  decision-making  process  relative  to  the  devel  pment  and
implementatinn  ofthe  identifiedprograms  and  iitiatives.  Finally,  the  author  the
data  to develop  an understanding  about  the  capacity  of  low-income  families  d people
of  color  to engage  in  their  local  community  decision-making  processes.
Definition  of  Terms
For purposes ftbis tudy, conmzuniffl capacity is the community's abrty o
penuJpsuoweeitrsmcehnotsl.esndpeurp,eodsebsroanaadycoaurstsheeopfraoccteiosnsobfogtha .nowganduinenthceeOfuvturereco;nclmlt7onunsitfyhat
matterto  people who share neighborhoods, workplaces, experiences or concJns;
empowerment  refers  to  the  process  of  gaining  influence  over  events  and  outcomes  of
importance which may unfold at multiple and ititerconnected levels includingithe
individual, group or organization and community; power involves the capacitt to
influence,  for  one's  own  benefit,  the  forces  that  affect  one's  life;  power  imbalqnce  refers
to the dynamics created when an indmidual or one group ofpeople  has disprokortionate
strong ties that link one to relatives and friends who are valuable for provi%  more
intimate social nd psychological support (prmaxy group); bridgingsocial jrital refers
to  weak  ties  or  ribbons  that  link  one  to distant  acquaintatices  who  move  in  difFerent
circles and are valuable for s eking jobs and political allies or for informationldiffiision
(secondary group); civic apital refers to the collective civic apacities of a co+unity
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Sampling  and  Data  Collection  Instniments
The  culturally  diverse  research  team  was  made  up of  four  individuals,  including
thep'mcipalinvestigator.  Thediversityoftheresearchteamwasseenasanadvantage
because  culhire  is a factor  in  the  interactive  processes  between  individuals,  families,
groups, and their environment (PimlerhnB;hes, 1Q89), and the majority of  the participants
were  to be people  of  color.  The  team,  by  way  oftheir  own  cultural  diversity,  was  able  to
employ  a high  degree  of  cultural  sensitivity  and  mutualunderstanding  as a way  to
meaninBfi'i11yenBageparticipantsinthestudy.  Theentireteamwasinvolvedin
conducting  telephone  interviews,  but  only  the  picipal  investigator  was  involved  in  face-
to-face  interviews  and  conducting  focus  groups.  The  team  gathered  qualitative  data
utilizing  the  phenomenological  piciple  of  attempting  to understand  decision-making
isgues  fromthe  point  ofview  ofthe  participants  (Patton,  1987;  Rubin  &  Babbie,  1993).
The  team  atteinpted  to  understand  tbis  viewpoint  from  the  perspective  of  low-income
people  and  people  of  color;  to  understand  the  participants'  feelings  and  their  point  of
reality.
The  picipal  investigator  for  this  study  used  snowball  sampling  in  two  stages
(Patton,  1987).  hi  the  first  stage,  the  research  teamused  telephone  interviewing  to  gather
information  from  a sman group  ofkey  informants  who  worked  forthe  state  department  or
non-profit  agencies  andwho  were  knowledgeable  about  md/or  were  involved  in
community  empowerment  and capacity  building  efforts  within  the  state  of  Minnesota.
This  small  group  identified  other  program  leaders  and  participants  who  qualified  for
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inclusion  in  the  study  because  oftheir  involvement  in  their  local  community  or  their
knowledge  of  leadership  projects  or  initiatives.  The  four-member  research  teamthen
interviewed  the  larger  sample.  g the  process  of  interviewing  the  respondents  over
the  telephone,  the  research  team  created  a list  of  focus  group  participants  based  on  the
regpondent's  interest  and  expertise  in  the  subject  of  community  capacity  building  and
availability  for  a pre-selected  date  and  time.  A  second  group  was  identified  from  the
telephone  interviews  as being  appropriate  for  a personal  interview  based  on the
complexity  and  perceived  success  ofthe  initiative  the  respondent  was  involved  in or  the
desire  ofthe  participant  to  have  a face-to-face  conversation  with  the  interviewer  versus
the  use ofthe  telephone.
The  picipal  investigator  used  an interview  guide  approach  combined  with  a
standardized  open-ended  approach  (Patton,  1987)  for  each ofthe  interview  formats:  the
telephone  interview,  the  personal  interview  and  the  focus  groups.  The  author  created  a
contact  log  for  the  telephone  and  personal  interviews  that  included  eight  precisely  worded
questions  with  three  of  the  questions  allowing  for  flexible  probes  (see  Appendix  A). The
author  encouraged  the  research  team  to use  their  professional  judgment  in  using  in-depth
questioning  to  explore  peffinent  subjects.  The  author  also created  a set of  semi-stuchired
questions  for  use  with  the  focus  groups  (see  Appendix  C).
The  telephone  and  personal  inteiew  questions  and  probes  were  designed  to  obtain
overall  program  design  and  process  information,  including:
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*  What  is the  pary  focus  of  your  program  and  how  are low-income  families  and
people  of  color  engaged  in  the  efforts?
*  Who  participated  in  planning  it?
*  What  are the  motivating  factors  for  their  being  engaged?
*  Whataretheperceivedorrealbarrierstotheirlackofen,us,orment'7
*  How  is success  defined  and  who  defines  success?
*  What  tangible  and  intangible  resources  are currently  in  place  or  need  to  be in  place?
*  What  can  we  learn  from  successful/unsuccessful  approaches?
*  What  other  entities/organizations/support  systems  are currently  engaging  low-income
families  or  people  of  color  in  meaningful,  decision-making  ways  within  the
comm'iuiity?
The  focus  group  questions  were  designed  to gather  more  in-depth  information
regarding  how  low-income  families  and  people  of  color  were  mot#ated  to participate  in
programmatic  and  community  decision-making:
*  What  are key  components  of  your  program  or  initiative  as it  relates  to community
capacity  building  and  inclusive  decision-making?
*  What  are  the  barriers  or  difficulties  in  getting  low-income  and  people  of  color
involved  (historically,  perceived  or  real)?
0 What  have  you  found  to  be the  most  effective  strategy  to  get  folks  involved?  What
motivates  themto  start  and  how  is their  involvement  sustained?
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Data  Collection  and  Analysis
At  the  beginning  of  each  telephone  and  personal  interview,  the  respondent  was
given  information  on  the  purpose  ofthe  study  and  given  an overview  ofthe  consent
process.  The  personal  interviews  were  audio  taped.  Participants  were  told  they  could
skip  any  question  they  were  uncomfortable  with  or  not  able  to  answer.  All  telephone
intervieweeswereaskedforverbalpermissiontoproceed.  ThetnajorityofAmerican
Indian  and  Hispanic  participants  preferred  to be interviewed  in  person  at a location  of
their  choice.  People  who  participated  in  personal  interviews  were  asked  for  wraen
consent  (see  Appendix  D)  to  proceed  and  all  participants  were  given  information  on  how
to  access  the  results  ofthe  study.
Two  focus  groups  were  held  with  three  people  participating  in each. Six
respondents  who  agreed  to  participate  in  the  focus  groups  did  not  attend.  The  picipal
investigator  and  one support  member  of  the  research  team  convened  each  group;  the
support  member  took  notes  and  the  picipal  investigator  facilitated  the  dialogue.
Participants  were  given  an overview  ofthe  purpose  for  convening  the  focus  group  and
were  told  they  could  skip  any  question  theywere  uncomfortable  with  ornot  able  to
answer.  Both  focus  groups  were  audio  taped.  The  participants  were  given  an overview
ofthe  consent  form,  asked  to  give  their  written  consent  to  proceed,  and  then  were  given
information  on  howto  access  the  results  of  the  study.
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The  researcher  assured  all  participants  in  the  study  that  neither  they  nor  their
organization  would  be identified  by  name  in  the  final  report.  The  telephone  respondents
did  not  receive  compensation  for  their  participation.  Those  participating  in  personal
interviews  and  focus  groups  received  coffee  and  rolls  or  lunch.
Limitations  and  Values  of  the  Study
Several  limitations  were  noted  in  this  study.  The  author  was  able  to complete  a
lengthy  literature  review,  however,  articles  specific  to  the  development  of  community
leadership  and  articles  regarding  the  involvement  of  low-income  people  and  communities
of  color  in  community  decision-making  were  limited  and  difficult  to  find.  A  greatervoid
was  found  relative  to  the  involvement  of  social  work  in  the  macro  field  of  community
capacity  building.  The  pary  contributors  to  the  field  of  empowerment  and  capacity
building  are from  the  fields  of  social  science  and  public  health,  which  gives  credence  to
the  need  for  social  workers  to lend  their  perspective  to  the  field.
A  major  limitation  to  the  study  was  the  limited  participation  of  citizens  who  are
not  considered  leaders  or  organizers  within  their  counity.  Many  ofthe  participants
were  just  one step away  from  being  considered  'not  involved  and  were  able  to  relate  to
that  segment  ofthe  population,  however,  they  were  clear  about  not  speaking  for  their
community  peers.  Another  limitation  was  the  sman number  of  actual  participants  in  the
focus  groups.  Three  people  from  each  focus  group  did  not  attend,  leaving  only  three
participants  in  each  group.
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Therearenotedvaluesinthestudydespitethelimitations.  Theliteraturereview
created  the  opportunity  to  reflect  on  historical  markers  and cultural  change  over  the  years
in  relationsbip  to  the  cultural  make-up  of  Minnesota  at the  present  time.  This  study
presents  the  opportunity  to  learn  from  history.  It  presents  the  opportunity  for  social
planners  a'nd macro-level  social  workers  to consider  howthe  development  of  bridging
social  capital  could  influence  natural  networks  of  ethnic  enclaves  to  big  them  into  the
broader  co'imnunity.  Funders  and  policy-makers  have  the  opportunity  to see what  sludy
participants  have  to say  regarding  what  motivated  them  to get  involved  in communities
andtoseehowtheyarecurrentlyinvolvedincommunitycapacitybuilding.  Thisisan
opportiuiity  for  policy-makers  to  respond  to  what  grassroots  community  organizers  say
works  for  them,  including  recognition  oftheir  desire  to  be included.
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IV. FINDINGS  AND  DISCUSSION
Partcipants
The  participants  involved  in  this  study  provided  insight  into  how  low-income
families  and  people  of  color  in  Minnesota  are currently  engaged  in  community  decision-
making  processes.  The  participants  also  presented  insight  into  their  personal  capacity  to
engage  in  those  decision-making  processes.
The  pmcipal  investigator  asked  people  in  state  agencies  who  have  funded
leadership  development  inhiatives  to  identify  possible  candidates  for  inclusio.n  in  the
study.  The  candidates,  in  order  to  be considered  as a participant  in  the  study,  had  to  be
identified  as an informed  stakeholder  or  key  informant  regarding  the  involvement  of  low-
income  families  and  people  of  color  in  community  capacity  building  efforts.  Thus,  each
of  the  participants  was  known  as an effective  leader  in  their  comm'iuiity,  had  assumed  the
role  of  a mentorto  another,  had  been  perceived  as a change  agent  or  actMst  for  getting
things  done,  and/or  was  viewed  as a cultural  leader.  The  candidates  were  extended  an
invitation  to  participate  and  voluntanJy  became  participants.  The  participants  then
developed  an expanded  list  of  candidates,  who  were  prioritized  according  to  geographic
location.
The  participants  included  twenty-six  women  and  twenty-three  men,  ofwhom  nine
were  African  American,  foiuteen  were  Native  American,  one  was  Chinese,  seven  were
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Higpanic,  four  were  Somali,  two  were  Vietnamese,  four  were  Hmong,  and  eight  were
European  American.  Twenty-six  were  directors  or  supervisors  within  a community
agency  or  community  development  initiatme, twentywere  self-described  community
organizers,  and  three  were  state  employees.  Thirty-six  people  completed  telephone
inteiews,  an additional  sevenpeople  completed  both  a telephone  interview  and  personal
interview,  and six  additional  people  participated  in  both  a telephone  interview  and a focus
group.  There  were  a total  of  forty-nine  people  involved  in  interviews.  Sixpeople
completed  a telephone  inte.tview  and  agreed  to  participate  in  a focus  group  but  did  not
attend  the  focus  group.  Twenty-six  participants  lived  and/or  worked  in  a city  or
metropolitan  area  and  twenty-4ree  lived  and/or  worked  in  niral  Mimiesota.
Framework  for  Sharing  Results
The  study  presented  here  provides  strong  affirmation  for  the  necessary  inclusion
of  low-income  families  andpeople  of  color  in  community  decision-making  processes.
The  search  for  information  and  understanding  about  howthey  are included  in  the
processes  began  with  the  question:
How arc Jew incoint  fuini[ies  and people of  color throughoutMirmesota
engaged  in  baiumunhy  dss=isiczy  777aLug,  4!S  it  relates  to the  development  and
implementahotx of  capachy-building  efforts?
Data  analyses  were  completed  on  the  transcriptions  fromthe  telephone
interviews,  personal  interviews  and  focus  group  interviews.  Because  common  insights
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emerged  fromthese  tbree  sources,  findings  fromthe  three  strategies  are groupedtogether
according  to  theme.  The  results  regarding  general  citizen  participation  are presented
within  a framework  for  political  discourse  developed  by  Briand  (1999).  The  main  body
of  research  is presented  within  a framework  for  nmlerstanrling  community  empowerment
developed  by  Potapchuk  and  Crocker  (2000).  The  models  are explained  in  detail  in  the
literature review and reviewed briefly  here. Comments from  participants  in this shtdy are
presented  in  italics.
Framework  for  Practical  Discourse
Citizen  Involvement  in  Decision-making  and  Choosing  Public  Good
Briand  (1999)  theorized  that  government,  as the  producer  ofpolitical  goods,
effectively  created  a body  of  taxpayers  who  were  then  consumers  ofthe  goods,  removed
fromthe  political  process,  acting  as detached  taxpayers  instead  of  involved  citizens.
Political  consumers  expect  public  officials  to  do things  for  them  He  emphasized  the
importance  ofproactive  citizen  involvement  in  making  good  choices  among  potential
public  goods  at the  local  level.  In  the  current  study,  citizens  from  around  Minnesota
had  this  to  say  about  how  decisions  are  made:
Respondent  #l:  An  American  mdian  community  activist  involved  in  research  and  policy,
said:
The state fiinctiom  on a differentframework  than Indian  people...so people won't
coalesce arouri  ideas spawmd by state agencies, foundatiom,  etc. The state (nds
the words "American  Indian"  in front  of  their initiatives... like American Indian
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Hoeing  Initiative...  but it doesn't reflect the values of  Indian  people so it has no
meaningtothepeople.  Wordsdon'tmeananything.  Iriianpeopleneedtobe
part  of  the machinery, notjust  ad hoc players -  like advisory committees -
peeking  into  the  boiler  room  where  all  the  energy  is  created.  We need  to be
at  the  policy  level.  Our  presence  must  be comtant  ari  regu(ar.
Respoudent  '#2: A  representative  fromthe  state  chapter  of  a national  orgaation  said:
There's not a lot of  community involvement in decision-making right  now -  at
lemt in healthcare access across the state. A lot of  our healthcare problems are
withimmigrantpopulatiom...they'redistru4ulofgovernmentsysterns.  Idon't
think they feel  empowered to make any decisiom, I  don't  think they knm  how to
come  to  the  table.  They  don't  trust  the  system,  they  don't  urierstand  the  system.
Respondent  #3:  A  community  organizer  and  leadership  development  coordinator
explained  howthose  whom  she  is training  impact  the  agency  she  works  for  including  its
political  agenda:
My  agency  has  a  public  policy  department  ari  they  survey  all  the  clients  then
amlyze the dialog  andfigure  aut what the issues are and identify  what they want
to work on. So currently, they're working on barriers to employment, affordable
housing for  low-income people..  expunging unlmful  detainers... getting  rid  of
applicationfees. That'shuge!Butthey'renotdoingsogoodbecazmethelarilord
lobby  is doing  a  goodjob  and  turning  it  arouri...I  think  they've  decided  to  do  a
studyimteadofdoinganythingabo'idit.  Sothoseinitiativescameoutoffitsta
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grmsroots  group of  leaders -  some people that lived in homeless shelters, some
low-income parents, came together to talkabovttwhataffordable  hoymingmeam.
Respondent  #4:  An  African  American  community  orgma3zer  told  how  she gets  input  from
community  and  then  prepares  political  action  on  behalfof  and  with  community
We don't  want to talkfor  people so we set up meetings out where the people are
and  when wed  be, they can come face to face with decision-makers. We provide
tramportation,  childcare, refreshments -  help them come ari  participate  We fry
to create  a really  welcoming  environment  ari  that  usually  meam  having  meetings
in the communiffl. We're now planning  a communiffl  picnic  with  fun  and  games -
just  a fun  day, and then we '//  ask people the hard  questiom.
Five Principles  for Discourse on Decision-Makinz
Briand's  (2000)  alternative  to  political  consumerismwas  embedded  within  the
constnxct of  five piciples:  Inclusion,  comprehension, deliberation, cooperation,  and
realism  He developed the five p'iciples  intending forthemto  guide  the  political
discourse of  citizens in search of  the common good dumg  local decision-making
processes.
1. Inclusionwasthefirstpiciple,andrelatedtotheinclusionofthecitizenryin
decision-making  as the foundation  of  democracy (Briand,  2000)- The findings  in  this
study brought out the passion as well  as the challenges ofthe  participants  regarding
their desire to be included in  decision-making.
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Respondent  #5:  A  community  activist  in  the  Latino  community  said:
Democracy is really the power of  the people... even the power of  the iruiividual-
There are rules ari  policies that are there for  our benefit...some to our detriment,
but most to our bemfit. [In spitel of  all  the fiults  my parents hti,  my father
imtilled  in me a belief  in democraq...  in the democratic process, a beli4  in the
comtitution,  even  though  it  didn't  have  us  included  to begin  with..  those  rights
were intended to be goodfor  all  people.
Respondent  #3:  An  inner-city  community  activist  and  leadership  coordinator  explained
the  difficulties  and  rewards  of  getting  people  to understand  the  political  process:
This  is abo'id  explaining  the  government  system  to  people  who  have  never  heard  it
before. Ihadtherealdeal-therealexperience-anditmightbewaycomplex
arifly  over some people's heads, but through dialogue and questiom they can
get at the fundamental  pieces to understari  what this is all  about -  how they can
be involved, hm  their involvement can benefit their communiffl. It  doesn't
happen very often in this town, that real  people are imolved  on that
neighborhood level. [Within  my projectl  I  tried to figure  out what's a good way
to shift that.
Respondent  #6:  A  state  agency  worker  shared  information  about  multiple  childcare
initiatives  across  the  state  and  said:
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Success  deperis  on  when  people  are  brought  into  the process.  "We"  camot
shiy,  plan, implement, then invite. This needs to be a partnership  from the
beginning.
2. Comprehension  was  the  second  piciple,  and  it  stressed  the  need  to  exchange  ideas
among  an stakeholders  in orderto  understand  the  public's  perspective  (Briand,  2000).
The  p:mcipal  investigator  for  this  study  found  overwhelming  evidence  of  the  need  for
safe dialogue  to  reach  common  'imrlerstanding
Respondent  #2:  A  healthcare  advocate  told  a story  about  healthcare  professionals  wanting
to implement  new  public  healthcare  strategies  in  a large  metropolitan  community
They [health professiomlsl  went in with some preconceived idem about what the
health issues might be for  the community and they were totally wrong. They talked
to the communiffl, which wm mostly Hmong at that time, andfound  out thatwhat
they wanted were fire  alarms. Arid they said, "What? Fire alarms?"  A lot of
Hmong  people  are  shorter  arid  couldn't  reach  the ceiling  even  on ladders,  ari
they had a lot of  kids that were home sometimes by thetmelves; they would cook
and start fires on accident. So they put the alarms in and the arnxnt offire calls
pre ari  post were significantly  reduced ari  everybody wm healthier and safer.
Respondent  #7:  An  American  hidian  counselor  shared  his  concern  aboutthe  need  to
address  the  high  rate  of  suicide  among  hidian  people:
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An effective plan requires communiff-wide buy-in and ownership; that's why we
have a planning  conwittee that indudes leaders from outside the Iriim
communiffl as well as within the Indian communih,i.  We have grassroots activists,
political  representatives,  state  agencies  and  twenty-three  conmxunity  agencies.  We
haveseventribesrepresentedfromarouriMirmesotaarithemid-west.  Weneed
the  whole  community  to  uruierstari  the  issyie. Anlriian  eldersaid  he wanted  to
mk survivors what helped them to recover from  suicidal thoughts; now the youth
will  need a safe place to interact with the elders.
3.  Deliberahon  was  the  third  piciple;  it described  transformation  from  individual
opinions  to  shared  public  ideas  (Briand,  2000).  The  picipal  investigator  for  this
study  found  participants  understandtng  the  need  for  this  but  the  participants  also
identified  the  chanenges  of  moving  their  issues  to  a public  agenda.
Respondent  #8:  A  coty  worker  who  convenes  Community  Circles  told  ofher
Jrustration  and  hope  regarding  an effort  to  support  18-35  year-old  African  American
males  who  are  facing  significant  jail  time:
It's  hard  to  get  the  word  out  that  just  incarcerating  people  and  notdoingany
rehabilitahon  is not a smartdecision. People are going to get out of prison,
they're  not  going  to  have  resources  and  they're  going  back  to  the  same
neighborhoods,  so  what  do  you  expect  them  to  do?  The  Restorative  Justice  Circle
isanaltermtivetojustlockingpeopleup.  It'sacommunitydrivenprocesswhere
everyone  has  an  equal  say  -  it's  notdriven  by the courts,  judges  or  anybody  like
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that -  we hme people from  every level... Over the last three years it's been a
struggle for  the crimiml  justice professiomls  because they've had to lookat
doing  justice in a different way... and it's come to a real  partnership  -  a real
seme of  communih,i
Respondent  #l:  An  American  Indian  political  advocate  explained  bis  challenge  of
representing  hidians  from  both  the  reservations  and  the  urban  area:
People get motivated to participate  when they have a forum to share their
concerm; when they have a formal  recognized process for  their voice to be heard.
The challenge comes from the competition between the reservation members and
the off-rez Iriiam.  The reservation members enjoy certain rights arifunds  that
the off-reservation people don't  but they think they do! Living  on the rez may give
you more protection, but employment is limited; if  you want to provide more for
your  family  you have to leme the rez -  it's a hard choice. We try to address all
the issues through different boards and advisory committees on the rez and off  -
and  then  communicate  between  them.
4.  Cooperation  was  the  fourth  pmciple  and  involved  collectively  advancing  ideas  of
public  good  through  to  the  policy-making  level  (Briand,  2000).  The  pmcipal
investigator  fortbis  study  found  themes  of  apprehension  and  stnuggle  about  moving
issues  to  the  public  policy  level.
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Respondent  #9:  A  counselor  working  in  an agency  that  has  a large  Hmong  clientele
shared  apprehension  about  moving  domestic  abuse  to a public  agenda:
There's a real  seme of  shame msociated with allowing  family  issues to be known
in public;  many workers from within the communiffl don't  let their  families  or the
communiffl know what they do. Yet the domestic abuse issue must become a
public issue to be 4ectively  dealt with.
Respondent  #12:  A  grassroots  community  leader  in  an out-state  Latino  community  shared
her  optimism  about  the  effects  of  organizing  around  issues  of  migrant  workers:
We have  a very  young  organization  started  in 1998.  We do  community
organizing, advocacy ari  direct service in afJfordab[e housing, wages,
immigrationsupportariESLclasses.  Themembershipoftheorganizationis
made up of  miyant  workers -  they guide what we do and it's been a very healthy
way  to  grow.  We've  been  surprised  by how  quickly  we've  been  able  to  grow  and
begin to work on the issues -  in spite of  the risks our members take to be here.
5. RealismwasthefinalandfifthpmcipleandrelatedtomitlerstandinBtTierealityof
how  difficult  and  time  consuming  it  could  be to  implement  practical  politics  (Briand,
2000).  The  p'mcipal  investigator  for  this  study  found  themes  of  stniggle  to move
ahead  with  issues:
Respondent  #IO:  A  community  leader  from  the  Latino  community  wondered  if
cooperative  and  sincere  participation  was  tmy  possible:
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The  biggest  hurdle  is to  help  people  uruierstand,  then  believe  in  ari  trust  the
democratic  process.  To do  this, the  people  in  pmer  must  demomtrate  the
democratic  process.  J're  is the  commitment  to do  this?
Respondent  #11:  An  African  American  community  leader  talked  about  the  challenge:
Things don't  always go as plmned  -  in fact, they almost mver  do. Even though
we try to do continuoxm qualifl  control  there's always something happening you
didn't  count  on.
Framework  for  Understanding  Commiu'iity  Empowerment
Briand  (2000)  developed  the  five  pmciples  to  help  people  worktbrough  the  maze
of  complex  variables  of  self-interest,  values,  and  choices.  Fawcett  et aL (1995)  and
Potapchuk  and  Crocker  (1999)  took  this  a step farther  and  developed  models  of
community  empowerment  to  help  communities  understand  the  collaborative  process  for
gaining  influence  over  conditions  that  matter  to  people  who  share  neighborhoods,
workplaces,  experiences  or  concerns.  A  comparison  ofthe  two  models  is shown  on
Table  1, page  22.
The  author  chose  to  use  the  Potapchuk  and  Crocker  framework  to orge  the
main  body  of  research  findings  because  he included  a separate  section  for  developing  a
shared  vision  and  used  language  to describe  components  ofbis  framework  that  was  more
compatible  with  the  language  used  by  participants  in  this  study.  Potapchuk  and  Crocker
identified  five  civic  capacities  that  successfu]  commn'nities  nn'iture:
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*  Finding  a shared  vision  to  mot#ate  people  to action;
*  hiclusion,collaborationandaccountabihtythatisrootedindeeplevelsoftnust;
*  Engagementofthepublicinbuildingpoliticalwillforcommunitytransformation,
*  Strengthening  capacity  of  leadership  to  conduct  community  business;  and
*  Development  of  an organizational  stmcture  that  connects  organizations  and  supports
themto  deepen  their  work  within  the  community
Finding  a Shared  Vision
Civic  capital  was  what  a community  produced  when  it shared  and  was  motivated
by  a compelling  vision  ofthe  future.  The  process  of  developing  a collective  community
wide  shared'vision  gave  citizensthe  opportunityto  articulatethe  quality  ofrelationsbips
and community  they  were  trying  to  build.  Neighborhoods  were  then  better  able  to
establish  a sense of  direction  using  outcomes  and  milestones  as motivators  and  guides  for
program  development,  fiuiding  decisions  and  the  workthat  was  needed  to achieve  the
desired  results  (Potapchuk  &  Crocker,  1999).  The  findings  from  this  study  affirm  his
thesis.
Respondent  #13:  A  Somali  translator  saw  multiple  needs  witbin  her  community  and
decided  to  do sometbing  about  it:
As  a medical  tramlator  I  was  hearingmmy  stories  and  seeing  many  needs  so  I
decided to do something about it. I  organized people firom within my community
ari  today we're able to help our communiffl in mmy ways because we came
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together.  We stillhave  big  barriers  to overcome  arourireligion,  culture  and
lmguage  -  butwe  fry  to  help  people.
Respondent  #3: One  community  leadership  coordinator  and  trainer  said:
The bmic program is just  a six-month communiffl action and training  program-
People  apply  to be in  the  program,  then  they're  interviewed  and  Iselect  them
bmed 072 their vision for  their communi'l, their commitment ari  passion for  their
community...  they  need  persoml  motivation  to develop  their  community  projects.
Respondent  #5:  An  orgarffier  in  the  Latino  community  said:
You just  start to get really energized and hopeful that even you, this little  person
with a little bit of  college and a passion for  commw"pity organizing can actually
affect the world. You start to believe that, and the more that you believe it, the
more no one can stop you. I  think that's the power of  hope.
Inclusion,  Collaboration  and  Accountab.Uny
Civic  capital  was  what  a community  produced  when  it  had  deep reservoirs  oftnust
among  diverse  stakeholders  that  enabled  inclusive  and  collaborative  decision-making.  hi
every  community  the  difference  between  creative  tension  over  diversity  and  disabling
social  conflicts  came  down  to  how  complex  relationships  were  managed  -  relationships
that  too  often  divided  rather  than  united  a community's  varied  gtakeholders.  Working
across  boundaries,  one  quickly  realized  the  social  problems  oftoday  were  too  complex  to
be solved  withoui  concerted  action  from  all  sectors  of  a community  (Potapchuk  &
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Crocker,  1999).  The  pmcipal  investigator  for  tbis  study  found  a high  degree  of
affirmation  regarding  the  need  to  build  tnust,  especially  through  the  strategy  of  dialogue
and  the  need  for  comprehensive  and  collaboratme efforts  to address  complex  community
issues.
Respondent  #3: One  leadership  development  coordinator  and  trainer  said:
Iwas  baairbed  in  by the  people  in  the neighborhood  -  and  here  you  don't  tell
anyone what to do! But what you can do is create a safe forum where open
dialog  can happen ari  people can learn from each other; and, I  believe the most
powedul  thing to happen is trust, in those moments when we hme a safe forum
where people can operily dialog with each other from all  different cultures, and
we came up with some very powerful  things that we did.
Respondent  #8:  An  African  American  human  service  worker  who  convenes  community
circles  said:
People  don't  care  how  much  yozt  know  until  they  know  how  much  yoxt  cme.  You
can learn everything there is to know, if  they don't  trust you, you can'tdo
anything.  People  hme  to  get  to the  point  where  they  can  say  yes, we trust  you  to
do this ari  bring the i4ormation  back without making your own decision. The
trust issue just  came from sharing... sharingstories  ari  everyone listening to the
otherperson.  Itdoesn'thappenovernight.
Respondent  #2:  A  first  generation  immigrant  shared  an observation:
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I  think  you need to build a lot more trust with Afiican  American andAmerican
Indianpeople. rmafirstgenerationimmigrantandpeoplecometoAmericawith
these  idem  thatAmerica  is a great  place.  It's  a lot  better  than  where  immigrants
might have come from, where governments kill  all  the people in education or
things  like  that,  so  they  come  ari  even  thmgh  they  hme  to  learn  the  language
and culture, it's like a brari  mw start -  well, more for  the immigrants than the
r4ugees who were forced  to come here. But  for  the American Iriian  ariAfrican
American,  they're  just  thinkingsame  ore  -  same  ole.
Respondent  #14:  An  American  hidian  program  development  specialist  made  this
observation:
Iriian  people suffer from historical  trauma -  m a result and much like the Jewish
people, we suffer high incidence ofsuicide, loss ofspirit,  cultural  pain. The
trauma oflndian  extermimtion  (13 million) and the slmery  experience passes
from  generation to generation. Children haven't experienced it, but they hold on
toitpsychologically.  Oneoffourlriianchildrenattemptsuicide;one-thirddrop
out of  school; forffl  percent are in special education. Add  in racism and economic
dispari@ along with sexual abuse and rape, which is five times higher than
others,  and  rm  led  to  believe  that  chemical  dependency  is a respome  to  trauma.
Maimtream  society and therefore treatment practices, miss the nxark.
Respondent  #l:  Another  American  hidian  participant  said:
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We must define a place, a venue, where understanding can happen in honest,
enduring dialogite.  This must happen for  people in state agencies, organizatiom,
arifor  itiividual  people. No om person can speak for  allIriian  people -  even
tribal  leaders  need  to  recognize  and  understari  this.  Greater  understariing  must
come  through  the  dialogue  -  open,  honest,  ari  true.  It  can't  be temporary,  it
can'tjusthappenbecauseit'spartofagrantorsomeone'sworkplan.  Itmust
happen  because  people  w  to  make  it  happen.  Mutual  value  and
respect... valuing the sacred history  of  Iriian  people... respecting the spiritualiff
of  all  people... that can only happen in dialogue.
Respondent  #3:  A  community  development  trainer  said:
A lot of  the struggles are because of  racism... peop(e are isolated by culture ari
race, by clmsism, people are isolated... rich  people are isolatedfrom  poor
commtmities ari  poor communities are isolatedfrom  middle class. So there's a
big  gap  in  knowledge  about  each  other  ari  in  understanding  each  other.  There's
a lot of  ignorance on the part  of  all  people aboutdifferent  classes and stuff  like
that. BeinganAFDCmomarilivinginthiscommunity-Iknnwldefinitelyhad
myprejudicesagaimtrichpeople-thingsllearnedinporchsittingl01.  There's
so  much  to  do...I  have  a shglent  who  partnered  with  a 4-H  cooking  program  to
meet  once  a week  with  a Somalian  women's  group  -  this  guy's  been  teaching
them American cooking! Stir  j'ry  -  they love it! The women oflen fee[  isolated,
afraid  to go out because of  theirEnglish;  they don't  know how to shop at a
grocery  store,  how  to  use  store  equipment  or  kitchen  equipment  -  so  this  gives
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them a real  practical  purpose to come together, ari  of  course, you krum when
women are in the kitchen they don't  fimt  talkfood!
Respondent  #5:  A  community  organizer  from  a metropolitan  Latino  community  said:
You can have faith  in a process, or faith  in a person, or you have faith  in a
particular  organization, a particular  principal  or ci'ly mayor -  faith  that a
particular  person that you hme faith  in is going to go into a gooddirection  just
because these are faithful  people at the table, or at lemt, there's one person that
you KNOWwill  not take you mtray. The bottom rim is you have faith  in that
iriividual.  Someone that you totally believe in... if  you don't  have that ym  don't
have much. This person -  not there to lead the way for  you, but to be in it side-
by-side  with  you.
Respondent  #15:  An  American  Indian  chemical  health  worker  and community  organizer
said:
The trust  process  begim  when  people  begin  to  put  their  miris  together  in
dialogue; its like a pebble thrown into the water ari  the ripples that follow;
you're  co-creating  with  people  ari  in the  process  everyone  becomes  a leader
together... it's synchroniciffl. If  we could all  just  believe in the process -  like
children  believe  -  it's  magic.
Representative  #16:  One  community  policy  advocate  said:
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One of  the things that came out in the work that we 've done in the Sornali
communil  is once the people started getting the irformation  about healthcare
they  worked  within  their  own  conunurtities  to spread  the word  ari  to  help  each
other understand the process. They could be a really good role model of  how to
work within their own communiff to get out the i4orrnation  ari  to educate each
other.
Respondent  #17:  A  Somali  community  advocate  explained  the  challenges  he faces  in
attempts  to share  information  with  his  community
We hold workshops for  Somali immigrants on specific topics such m legal
regulatiom  in  this  country  and  housing  issues.  We contact  the  traditioml
leaders, the elders, because people will  come out if  they are involved. We also
call  the religious leaders to help out. Most Somnli remain isolatedfrom  others in
the communil  -  especially the elderly and adults -  because of  the language
barriers. Many of  them aren't  literate even in their own language. The majority  of
the head-of-households are women because their husbands may have died in the
civil  war in Somalia. Some of  them have very large families, twelve to sixteen
children which makes it even more difficult.
Respondent  #13:  A  Somali  woman  explained  the  importance  of  cultural  understanding:
Success deperis  on meeting cultural  expectatiom such m honesd and integrid.
en demari  outpaces  resources,  clients  can  be turned  away  which  builds
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mistrust. Culturally, going back on an offer is umcceptable and will  lead to the
client  not  ttausting  a'ti  not  returning.
Respondent  #5:  A  community  organizer  lamented:
There'ssomuchthat'snntknownbylow-incomecommunities.  Verylittle
knowledge 07'  rights and very little activation of  those rights. And  non-profits
coulddoabetterjobofeducatingthecommuniffl...sharingi4ormatioyt  Too
oflen rve  seen organizatiom  rally  groups of people ari  everybody wonders what
happemd aftemards, why did it die? It  was because there wm no sharing of
information  for  it to grow. The leadership wm contained, which leads to just
fulfillingyourownageria,  controlling. Youcan'tcontrolcommunilorganizing
You  just  can't.
Respondent  #18:  A  mal  community  organizer  explained  the  challenges  being  faced  by
new  arrivals  to  sman  mal  towns:
Until  we  get  interpreters  into  rural  conmnmities  it  will  be an  upstream  battle  to
get  them  involved.  We need  interpreters  in  hospitals,  police
departments... everyone gets frustrated  with the language barrier. So, no, they're
not  involved  in  decision-rnaking  right  now  -  although  several  churches  are
workingatit.  Theyneedtheluxuryoftime.  OfcoursetheNativeAmerican
discussion  can't  be  put  in  the  same  category  as other  "language"  minorities.
That issue is generatiom old. We don't  see them involved on a large scale -  if
they are at all, it's on an individual  basis as part  of  various collaborative efforts.
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Public  and  Polkical  Will
Civic capital is what a community produced when it tnesniriBfi'i1ly ettgaged the
public  to  build  political  will  that  would  drive  communitytransformation  forward.
Building  public  will  depended  on  a community-wide  agenda  where  citizens  could  focus
on an issue  and  politicians  could  support  it  with  action  (Potapchuk  &  Crocker,  1999)  in
much the same  way  a community  vision  is developed.  In  this  study,  the  author  found  a
strong  theme  ag  the  need  for  building  public  will,  however,  the  link  to  political
will  was  more  limited.
Respondent  #3: One  inner-city  community  organizer  shared  her  observation.
You know  how  sometimes  you  can  get  really  discouraged  aboyd  how  the way
things  are  in  this  world  -  well  rll  tell  you  -  there's  many,  many  people  out  there
who are just  doing it... because they love to and they feel  the respomibility  about
communiffl ari  about the people arouti  them and the young people ari  elders
and  seniors.
Respondent #5: Ametro-area  community  organizer  fromthe  Latino  community  said:
Leadership just  meam iriividuals  who are enthusimtic ari  hme a lot offaith,
believe in democracy, have knmledge  of  how democracy should be working, and
kiri  ofgives that to individuals. Ifiri  people who may be griping  about an issue,
continually,  and  rll  come  up  to them  and  say, what  would  you  like  to do  about  it?
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If  you covtlddo something what would it be? Then give them baby steps to solve
their  own  issues.  Be  the  person  to  start  it  going.
Respondent  #12:  An  org:m3zer  from  an out-state  Latino  community  said:
We surveyed  one  hurired  eigMy  migrant  workers  -  it's  a healthy  way  to  start
something-becausethat'swhatguidesouron-goingprogram.  Wedidsome
organizing andhave been more effective than anticipated even though our
members  are  taking  a great  risk  to be involved.  They  risk  their  housing,
immigration  status, wages.. there's lots offear. However, these are the very
issues  that  motivate  our  people  and  members  to become  involved  -  the  poor
coriitiom  we live  in  -  racisnz.  A good  thing  is we've  been  able  to  develop  a
program  that's  working  to  help  end  racism.
Respondent  #3:  A  community  development  coordinator  in  a large  metropolitan  area  said:
One  really  cool  thing  they're  doing  is a sermon  contest,  or  Spiritual  SpeakOut
they call it, where pastors of  churches write sermom about preventingdomestic
abuse.  Ariitwmabighitlmtyeararisothey'redoingitagainthisyearand
they'veactuallygottensomemtiomlattentionforit.  Andwinningsermom,
they're looJang into getting them published in some kiri  offormnl
publication...  isn't  that  cool?
Respondent  #19:  A  member  of  a community  organizing  group  in  a large  northern  city
said:
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We focus  on concertu of  low-income people, issues like housing, welfare rights,
employment, childcare, education. Sometimes people fry to have us advocate for
them  witho'id  them  becoming  involved  -  they  want  others  to  solve  their  probletns  -
butitdoesn'tworkthatway.  Wegetpeoplebygoingdoor-to-doortocome
togetherarourianissuearidevelopsolutiomtogether.  Peoplelikethefeeling
of  seeing people they know stand up arid say what's on their mind  without being
afiraid.
Respondent  #5:  A  community  organizer  in  a metropolitan  Latino  eoimnunity  shared  her
thoughts  about  passion  as part  of  community  organizing:
It's  the  passioa  You  can  describe  it  as  pet  peeves,  what  makes  people  angry,  or
someone's dreams that gives them motivation, but it all  comes from  passion.
Pmsion  can  be very  angry  or  very  loving,  it's  very  emotioml-  There's  a huge
amo'zmt of  emotion that's displayed... negative, positive, itiifferent,  cored,
frustration. You need to tap into that. en  you see chaos, that's where I  want to
be -  you don't htrn away from it, you want to be right  in the miMle  of  it because
that's when the truth is going to come out andif  you stick with it  arimotivate  the
person to get deeper ivito what the frustration  is, the tipping  point  happens. It
happem,  ari  then  that  person  will  be able  to  bridge  over  to  a more  positive  state
arui be an amazing organizer for  that issue.
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Strengthening  Capacity  to  Conduct  Counity  Business
Civic  capital  was  what  a co.tnmunity  produced  when  it  built  a system  of  supports
that  nurtured  new  leaders,  provided  training  and  resources  when  needed,  and  catalyzed
continued  efforts  around  issues  of  children  and  families.  It  gave  leaders  the  oppoty
to  reflect,  assess  where  they  were,  contetnplate  new  ideas,  and  move  forward  re-
energized  while  building  new  networks  of  support  and  opportunity  (Potapchuk  &
Crocker,  1999).  hithis  study,  the  pry  researcher  found  diffeffig  styles  of  support
systems  for  individuals  as wen  as organizations,  however,  there  were  ribbons  of  common
thetnes  across  different  counities  regarding  specific  strategies  that  work.
Respondent  '#5: A  community  organizer  from  a metropolitan  Latino  community  extolled
the  value  of  education:
I  thin)c  that  what  happened  to  me  was  the  more  trainingI  got,  the  more  I  wm
makened  to...I  begari to read about women's suffrage, civil  rights ari  I  began to
see history  repeating itself... we lookdown  on those who have sought higher
education... my brothers would  say "How  white of you!" That's ashame that we
hme that attihtde.  then my mentor introduced me to a college professor, I  tooka
free cr:mrse ari  that was the begimivig  of  my awakenirig.
Respondent  #3:  One  leadership  trainer  and  teacher  explained  important  aspects  ofher
program:
Recognition is big... recognizing them as leaders. A lot of people have not thought
ofthemselves m leaders, ti'iey're just  out there doing the hard work. Avid then,
developing their voice ayui self-esteem... by the eti  of  six months they've had
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many opportunities to [practicel  in a safe way to find  their voice -  to get their
message across in a focused way.
Respondent  #20:  A  representative  of  a large  private  foundation  said:
We focus on rural  residents and communities... with several programs designed to
develop communid leadership across the state. We work at being inclusive of
people from all walJcs of  life. We don't believe rnoney is the amwer -  it helps -
butitisn'twhatbuildsconmzunify  Weputoureffortsintoleadershiptraining
arid  technical  msistance.
Representative  #21:  A  coimnunity  organizer  from  a western  nu-al  town  said:
Many  more  people  got  involved  when  we started  doirig  workshops  on "Uruioing
Racism" -  it changed our sfflle of  organizing to amodel that encourages the voice
ofpeople. itepeopleariimmigrantsintheorganizationarehonestatthe
workshops -  they're not afraid to speakhonestly.
Representative  #12:  A  counity  orgaer  from  a southern  Latino  community
explained  how  migrant  workers  make  up the  heart  of  their  organization.
A bigsuccess for  us is that the structure ari  membership of  our organization is
made up of  migrant workers; to be a votingmember of  the board you have to be
from the community. We're totally staffed by migrant workers avi  we do regular
staff  development that includes trainings on social ati  economic justice. But we
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won't  comider  ourselves successful until  we see concrete changes in the lives of
all  otg  migrant  workers  -  when  we hme  improved  wages  ari  living  coriitiom.
Organizational  Infrasttudure
Civic  capital  was  what  a communityproduced  when  it  created  an infrastmcture  of
organizations  and  iitiatives  that  developedthe  capacity  of  stakeholders  to  deepen  their
work  and  build  connections  among  programs.  Often  this  work  was  started  by  a "spark
plug"  in  the  community,  an agency  willing  to  take  onthe  hard  issues.  Since  the  well-
being  of  children  and  families  is a shared  responsibihty,  this  provided  opportunity  for
stakeholders  across  comnnunity  sectors  including  public-private  agencies  and  institutions
to  wotktogether  collectively.  (Potapchuk  &  Crocker,  1999).  Inthis  gtudy,  the  author
found  that  the  "spark  plugs"  of  comnniuiity  action  vvere  more  often  individuals  than
organizations  and  if  there  was  a "spark  plug"  agency,  it  was  rarely  linked  to a broader
orgmuzingstnucture.  Anothercommonthemefound.uiboththemetropolitanandal
comtuunities,  related  to  the  challenges  people  have  with  time  of  meetings,  childcare,
transportation  and  location  of  meetings.
Respondent  #22:  A  Vietnamese  community  advocate  considered  his  agency  a liaison
between  his  community  and  other  agencies  within  the  larger  community:
We work  with outside communil  people ari  agencies to support  our own
community  members -  low-income, refugees. We work with them on housing
issues, medical  ari  legal issues. A big part  of  what we do is to prmide  tramlatiotx
ari  technicaZmsistance  to xr  people  ari  to other  agencies  ari  people  working
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with our communiffl. Our success is bmed on who we are -  a// our staff  is from
the communil  -  we kriow the language and culture.
Respondent  #13:  A  Somali  translator  organized  people  in her  community  to create  an
agency  that  serves  as a liaison  between  the  Somali  community  and  other  agencies:
Isaw  a need  and  decided  to do  something  about  it. Today  we do  home  visits,
provide tramportahon  to appointments, make referrals to other agencies ari
resources, do childcare for  parents while they take care of  business. A lot of  what
srve needed  was  housingso  now  we help  with  section-8,  energy  msistance,  co-sign
for  those who are without rental history. We also do ESL classes andjob training
induding  work  ethics,  computer  training,  resumes.
Respondent  #18:  A  community  organizer  in  mal  Minnesota  talks  about  the  chanenges of
distance:
Out here there are a lot of  miles between people arid places, ari  sadly enough,
the decisiom  are  always  made  by the  people  who  show  up  -  they  become  the
peopleinpower.  It'sespeciallychallengingfornewimmigrantsbecausetheynot
only have to deal with tramportation, but they don't  know the mores ari  rules of
engagement  even  when  they  can  get  to where  they  need  to be! That's  why  my
office is really my car -  Ihave  a cell phone and lap top arid away I  go.
Technology is really important out here in the country -  it's oytr life-line to the
world  around  us. Ari  creating opportunities for  people to come together is
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important  -  that's why we're having a rural  economic development conference
later this summer. I  knm  a little about a lot of  things, I  connect a lot of people.
Strengthening  Civic  Capital
According  to Potapchuk  and  Crocker  (1999),  the  civic  capacities  discussed  above
need  to  come  together  in  timely,  coordinated  and synergistic  ways.  g this  process
of  coming  together,  civic  capital  is created.  Dialogue  would  help  communities  to
understand  their  civic  capital  -  where  it is working  well  and  where  it  needs  to  have  extra
support.  Dialogue  would  anow  citiz'ens  to see the  big  picture  of  their  community  and  to
understand  how  their  individual  concenis  fit  within  the  big  picture.  Dialogue  would  help
everyone  to  understand  each  separate  capacity,  the  importance  it  holds  relative  to the
whole,  and  would  help  to  build  the  roadmap  for  achieving  the  collective  vision  ofthe
community.  The  pfficipal  investigator  for  this  study  found  many  references  to  the
complexity  of  community  issues,  including  poverty,  but  found  few  references  to  the
development  of  a cominunity-wide  comprehensive  big  picture.
Respondent  #23:  A  participant  from  a large  foundation  serving  communities  across
several  states  shared  his  observations:
We're  just  begiyming  a long-term  process  to  reduce  poverty  in  a large
metropolitan area in Minnesota and a smaller cil  in a different state. It  will  be
two-to-three years b4ore outcomes will  begin to show, but we're in this for  the
long haul. There's evidence that the lpical  grant-making  process of  three years
doesn't  workso  we're  committing  to a ten-year  process  -  time  is important.
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We're also coming fiom  the belief  that communi'[y people themselves need to be
making the decisiotu  regarding  their comwmity  inchtding the distrib'ittion of
exterml  supports or assets. We can provide  fimncial  support, technical
assistance,  help  comwmities  to  go  through  a visioning  process,  but  the
communiffl zzltimately defines what will  work  for  them. We help them define
strateg'es, not projects, that will  get them from here to where they say they want
to be in ten years. The communities will  be identified  by their capaciffl to support
the initiative, induding  creation offuture  jobs, imtitutioml  support ari  capacihp
for  providing  training  and education when needed -  and of  course hming  the
potentialtoactuallyimpactpoveMy.  We'llbelookingforalliesthatare
committed to the same beliefs -  this needs to be aprivate-public  effort -  the
government  needs  to be on board.
Change,  when  thrust  upon  us,  provokes  conflict  and  prompts  resistance,  but  it can
also  stimulate  progress  (Briand,  2000).  He  suggested  that  one  way  to  think  of  leadership
is to  see it as a creative  and  effective  response  to  change  and  the  need  for  change.  He
considered  it a mistake  to  tbink  that  leadership  was  the  exclusive  province  of  a chosen
few  who  just  happened  to  have  the  right  traits  orthe  right  ideas  for  making  things  hetter.
Briand  argued  that  the  power  and  the  authority  to  change  things  for  the  better  did  not,  and
should  not,  reside  in  the  hands  of  a few.  He  stated  that  it  is the  citizens  of  our
communities  who  have  the  ability,  right,  and  responsibility  to  produce  the  change
desired.
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Discussion
Barriers  and Challenges  to  Getting  People  Engaged  in  the  Process
The  challenges  oftransportation,  availability  of  childcare,  and  time  of  day  for
meetings  were  common  themes  fromrespondents  in  both  the  metropolitan  and  mral
areas. Across  the  state  of  Minnesota,  another  common  chanenge  to  participation  in
decision-makingisthedifficultyoflanguage.  Immigrantsfromalldirectionsofthe
world  including  Mexico,  Russia,  India,  and  countries  from  an of  Africa  and  more,  are
being  located  in  al  towns  and  small  cities  where  interpreters  are not  as plentiful  as in
the  larger  metropolitan  areas.  Beyond  the  challenge  of  language,  is the  challenge  of
developing an nmlerdsndinB and respect for cultural diversity that goes beyond what this
statehasexperiencedinrecenthistory.  Manyofthenewimmi@ants,excitedtobeinthe
United  States  and  Minnesota,  are developing  internal  natural  networks  to  learn  the  culture
ofAmerica,  the  mores  andniles  oftheirnew  communities,  theprocess  of  government
anddailyliving.  Theydependonculturalguidesororganizationsfromwohintheir
etbnic  community  to  bnng  them  information  and  learning  opportunities  and  to  interact  on
their  behalfwith  the  outside  community.  Most  immigrants  have  faith  in  American
democracy  and  opportunity
Members  ofthe  Aftican  American  and  Native  American  communities,  on  the
other  hand,  continue  to  live  in  a high  degree  of  distrust  for  the  government  or  anything
that  resembles  a bureaucracy  that  may  impose  some  nde,  regulation  or  conjured-up
program  upon  them  Information  gathered  from  respondents  in  the  study  correlated  with
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the  literature  review  which  showed  ample  evidence  of  reason  for  the  distnist,  based  on
historic  traiuna  and  the  effect  of  enemy-memory  and  the  psychological  barriers  to
participation  (Steele,  1990;  Citizen's  Advocate  Center,  1969).
Motivation  to  be Engaged  in  Community
There  were  two  common  motivating  factors  for  people  to  become  engaged  in
community  affairs.  The  factor  most  often  mentioned,  was  having  someone  the
participantrespectedandtnustedencouragethemtogetinvolved.  Thispersonwasoften
referredto  as a mentor  orteacher  andwas  most  often  someone  fromthe  community.  It
was  a common  theme  that  this  special  person  was  somehow  involved  in  biging  new
knowledge or hope to the individual  and was often seen as someone who was well
informed  about  communky  issues. The  way  participants  used  this  special  person
correlates  with  McKnight  (1995)  who  described  a community  guide  as someone  who
could  help  big  the  disenfranchised  into  the  life  of  community.
The  second  factor  was  belief  -  often  referred  to  as hope  -  that  something
important  to  the  person  could  be improved  ifthe  person  became  involved  in  the
community  process.  This  often  had  to  do with  access  to affordable  and  decent  housing,
ability  to  eann a living  wage,  or  a child's  education.  This  correlates  with  those  who  argue
that  one  must  create  a vision  ofwhere  one  wants  to be years  down  the  road  and  create
mile  markers  along  the  way  in  order  to  have  hope  for  the  future  mid  to develop  tnust  that
it  will  happen  (Potapchuk  &  Crocker,  1999;  Schorr,  1997).
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Key Strategies for Engagin@  and Sustaining People in the Process
Across  each  community,  there  were  common  themes  regarding  strategies  that
worktobigpeopleintotbemainmesimnfcommunitylife.  Thestrategiesarelisted
according  to  the  number  oftimes  it was  referenced  byrespondents  and  bythe  emphasis
or  amount  ofpassion  the  respondent  used  when  talking  about  the  strategy.
*  SafeForumforDialogue:Everyparticipantinthestudyreferencedtheimportance
ofhaving  a safe  place  to dialogue  with  fellow  citizens,  decision-makers,  agency
representatives,  and/or  people  from  other  cultures.  They  need  the  opportunity  for  an
open  dialogue  to  lear'n  from  each  other,  develop  mutual  understanding,  learn  about
the  big  picture  of  community,  develop  tnust  for  each  other,  and  discover  the  purpose
for  becoming  a decision-maker  in  communky  affairs  or  projects.
*  Action  Learning:  Several  participants  talked  about  the  value  of  learning  on the  job
and/or  in  the  community.  They  needed  the  support  system  created  by  a mentor  or
trainer  who  could  guide  them  in  their  work  and  thinking  and  also  be their  cheerleader,
motivator,  listener,  and  safe  sounding  board.  Participants  currently  in  leadership
development  programsvalued  the  chance  to have  immediate  opportunityto  test  and
use  new  learnuig.  The  feeling  of  accomplishment  was  linked  to  their  motivation  to
continue  learning  and  to continue  community  action.
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*  Development  of  Trust:  The  issue  oftnud  appeared  as a stro'ng  theme  tbroughouithe
study.  The  development  oftust  was  presented  as something  one  needed  to do in
order  to accomplish  anytbing  constnuctive  within  the  community  or  with  any  group  of
people.  Developing  a safe  place  for  dialogue  was  seen as a p:rimary  strategy  for
building  tnust  -  a preliminary  step to  whatever  else  needed  to  happen.  Potapchuk  &
Crocker,  (1999)  agree  that  a community  fo  for  dialogue  needs  to  happen,
however,  it  needs  to  happen  in  order  to address  the  complex  issues  of  community.
According  to  them,  the  fonim  then  becomes  the  process  through  which  tnust  begins  to
develop.  Therefore,  developing  a safe  fonum  for  dialogue  to solve  community  issues
inherently  becomes  the  process  for  developing  tnust  between  the  participants.
This  study  was  a'n attempt  to search  out  answers  to  how  low-income  families  and
people  of  color  are involved  in community  decision-making  as it  relates  to  the
development  and imp1ementation  of  capacity-building  efforts  across  Minnesota.  The
search  for  answers  led  the  picipal  investigator  on a journey  of  discoveig  untapped
leadership  and  heartfelt  desire  by  the  participants  in  the  study  to  be involved  and
influentialinthedecision-makingprocessesoftheircommunities.  Thesearchresultedin
discoveffig  strategies  used  by  people  witbin  their  etbnic  communities  and  neighborhoods
to  be effective  leaders;  and  the  search  brought  fomard  the  challenges  and  risks  faced  by
courageous  individuals  who  were  willing  to step into  the  public  eye  in search  of  solutions
to  difficult  problems.
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V.  CONCLUSIONS  AND  RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Ihuing  the  course  ofthe  study,  the  authorwas  able  to  discern  both  similarities  and
differences  between  the  necessary  key  components  of  community  capacity  building  and
theengagementofcitizensinthedecision-makingprocess.  Areviewoftheliterature
identified  recurrent  themes  in  tetms  ofwhat  communities  need  in  order  to  be  healthy  and
productive.  Putnam  (cited  in  Potapchuk  &  Crocker,  1999)  found  that  more  important  than
governmental  stnucture  or economic  achievement  was  the  presence  of  tnust,  reciprocity
and  lasting  relationsbups  among  citizens  and  the  civic  groups  they  created.  hi  this  study,
there  was  strong  affirmation  by  the  diverse  array  ofparticipants  for  the  need  to  develop
tmst  among  citizens  from  different  cultures,  class  and  sectors  ofthe  community,  with  an
emphasisondevelopingstrongrelationships.  Therewaslessformalrecognitionofthe
need  for  reciprocity,  perhaps  because  it  was  not  understood  in  a literal  sense  to  be  part  of
the  developmental  process  for  relationships.
The  framework  for  community  capacity  building  developed  by  Potapchuk  &
Crocker  identified  five  civic  capacities  that  successful  communities  nurture:
*  Fin  a shared  vision  to  motmate  people  to  action;
*  mclusion,conaborationandaccountabihtythatisrootedindeeplevelsoftnust;
*  Engagementofthepublicinbuildingpoliticalwillforcommunitytransformation,
*  Strengthening  capacity  of  leadership  to  conduct  community  business;  and
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*  Developing  an organizational  stmcture  that  connects  organizations  and  supports  them
to deepen  their  work  within  the  community.
Themes  from  participants  in  this  study  align  with  the  components  in  the
framework  to  varying  degrees.  The  greatest  alignment  was  with  the  component
regarding  the  need  to strengthen  the  capacity  of  leadership.  Community  citizens  were
well  aware  of  the  need  for  training  and  were  outspoken  about  what  works  for  them,
including  having  a mentor  available  over  a period  oftime  and  a safe  place  for  dialogue
about what is being learned and what needs to be done. The greatest miss1i@ment  was in
recognizing  the  degree  of  difficulty  and  risk  one entails  when  attempting  to  move  an
issuefromthecommunityleveltothepublicpoliticallevel.  Communityorganizerswere
very  cognizant  ofthe  risks  theAr group  members  had  to  take  to  move  issues  into  the  public
eye: they  risked  their  housing,  immigration  status,  wages,  and/or  cultural  and  family
isolation  whenever  the  issue  was  perceived  as private,  as was  the  issue  of  domestic  abuse.
Yet,  these  were  the  very  issues  that  motivated  the  people  and  members  ofvarious  groups
to  become  involved.
Another  theme  centered  on  the  value  of  having  a special  person  helping
participants  to  enter  into  the  activities  of  community  life.  This  person  was  often  referred
to as a mentor,  teacher  or  cultural  guide.  This  aligned  with  the  three  points  of  entry  into
community  life  that  McKnight  (1995)  identified  for  people  who  had  been  historicany
excluded.  The  tmee points  of  entry  included  individual  efforts  that  required  great
commitment  and  persistence;  support  of  family  and  friends  who  usuany  sawthat  a good
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Ufe  was  more  than  just  a semced  life;  and  community  guides,  or  those  individt'ials  who
assumed  a special  responsibility  for  guiding  excluded  people  out  ofthe  world  of  social
service  and  isolation  into  the  realm  of  the  commiuiity.
The  greatest  chanenges  centered  on  the  issues  of  race,  culture  and  class. The  fast
paced  growth  ofnew  igrants  and  their  relocation  to  nuaal  towns  and small  cities  has
eclipsed  the  capacity  of  communities  to  create  support  services,  especiany  in  the  areas  of
language  translation  and  interpretation.  Social  isolation  was  seen as a pary  barrier  to
community  participation,  and  it  was  seen as a response  to  historic  and  current  isgues  of
racism  as well  as to difficulties  presented  by  language.  Members  of  the  Native  American
and  African  ./!imerican  communities  were  more  apt  to  not  participate  outside  their  cultural
community  due  to  the  silencing  effect  ofbistoric  trauma  and  inherent  distrust  ofpeople
from  the  dominant  culture  and  goveent  itself.
Recommendations
A  major  theme  ofwhat  works  for  communities,  centered  on  the  development  of
safe  fomms  for  dialogue  between  the  full  citizenry  of  every  community  as a means  to
create  tnusting  and  meaningfiil  relationships.  The  dialogue  itselfpresents  community
members  with  the  opportunity  to  identify  their  collective  strengths  and  capacities  upon
which  they  can  build  an infrastructure  for  supporting  and  promoting  each  other.  The
dialogue  presents  the  opportunity  for  creating  the  essential  ingredient  ofhope  as part  of  a
community-wide  visioning  process  that  could  elevate  the  status  of  family  and  children  to
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the  bighest  level  of  attention.  The  dialogue  presents  the  opportunity  and platform  for
delving into the search for nut!"rdsmlinB  regarding race, class and culture-
Existing  and new  initiatives  that  are designed  to  provide  community  leadership
development,  should  focusnot  only  onthe  creation  of  safe  fomms  for dialogue, but
shouldalsofocusonthecreationofactionlearningopportunities.  Aspiigleadersneed
the  gift  oftime  to  find  their  voice  and  to  have  the  opportunity  to  practice  newly  learned
theories  of  community  empowerment.  The  most  important  aspect  is to  provide  an on-
going  support  systemto  the  trainee  in  the  form  of  a tmsted  community  mentor,  leader,
trainer  or  community  guide.
The  study  clearly  identifies  a gap in  the  literature  regarding  the  perspective  and
input  of  social  work  at the  macro  level  of  community  empowerment  and  capacity
building.  Using  an ecological  perspective  on family  systems,  one could  theoie  that
healthy  individuals  have  a greater  capacity  to create  healthy  families,  who  then  have  a
greatercapacitytocontributetothedevelopmentofhealthycommunities.  Withintbis
theory  there  are multiple  opportunities  for  social  workers  to expose  individuals  and
families  from  all  walks  oflife  to  the  possibUity  of  becoming  community  builders  or
community  guides  for  Mimiesota  neighborhoods.  Social  workers  can  be educators  as
well  as advocates  of  social  change.  The  field  of  social  work  could  explore  the  connection
between  historic  trauma  and  one's  enemy-memory  as it  relates  to  non-participation  in  the
politics  of  community  when  the  outcome  desired  is for  the  common  good.  Ifin  fact,  the
field  of  socialwork  is to  promote  the  ability  ofpeople  to interact  in  social  environments,
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then  it  becomes  all  the  more  relevant  and  important  for  social  workers  to  fill  the  need  for
representation  in  professional  literature  regarding  community  empowerment.
"In  its  essence,  leadership  is about  learning  how  to  shape  the  future
Leadership  exists  when  people  are  no  longer  victims  of
circumstances,  but  participate  in  creating  new  circumstances.
Leadership  is  aboui  creating  a domain  in  which  human  beings  continually
deepen their 'imrlerstsndiryB of  reality and become more capable of
participating  in  the  unfolding  ofthe  world.
Ultimately,  leadership  is about  creating  new  realities."
Joseph  Jaworski
"Synchronicity:  The Inner Path ofLeadership"
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riuHi  .iiu  Suuiihal"§'  (can you send/fax ovet*ew  information  about your program?):
*  Whatisthe30-seconddescr':tionoftheinitiative?
*  Who  participated  in planning  the  iniative?
@ What  is the  time-frame  (beginning  and  ending)  of  the  program?
What  is  the  primary  focus  of  the  program  (e.g.,  training,  community  organizing,
cionomic  dcvralnprmant)9
*  Whatpopulationofpeopleisintendedtobenefmfromtheprogram?
*  Have  there  been  any  surprises  or  utmtended  regults?
What  efforts  have  been  particularly  successful  in  inereasing  the  participation  of  low
inCOiue/cdhiuiuu;iii.s  uf  color  in  community-based  capacity  building  efforts?
*  Whatarethemotivatingfactorsfortheirbeingengaged?
*  What  are  the  barriers  (real  or  perceived)  to  their  engagement?
*  How  will  success  be defined?
Do  you  receive  resources  from  other  agencies/organizations  to  support  this
program?  What  resources  do  you  receive  (funds,  technical  assistance,  etc.)?:
If  you  were  to  receive  funding  fro.m  an  outside  agency  or  organization,  how  would
you  decide  how  to  aDlocate  it?  What  are  your  most  pressing  financial  needs?
Other  than  money,  what  additional  support  would  be most  helpful  to  maintaining  orstrengthpning  3rnw  efforts?
In  tbp  i'Olu;ug  wcckh,  would  you  be  willing  to  participate  in  a gathering  to  discuss
your  efforts  and  what  you've  learned  from  this  work?
Who  else do  you  know  of  in  your  area  or  anywhere  in  the  state  that  is doing  this












March  15,  2001
l,pi
Judie  Cutler,  workmg  in  partnership  wnh  Full  Cycle Community  histhte,  hic.,  is
conducting  a study  as part  ofher  masters  thesis  in  Social  Work:  ProgramDevelopment,
Plsnninz snrl Administration, at Augsburg College The Departments of Children,
Families  and  g, Office  of  Community  Iuffiatives,  and  Public  Safety,  Office  of
 Policy  and  Violence  Prevention,  are  gupportmg  Ms.  Cutler  in  her  efforts.
The  pry  goal  ofthe  study  is to  develop  an understanduig  ofthe  capa  of
Muinesota's  low-income  families  and r.nmmnn#ies  of  colorto  engage  in  their  local
communhy  decision-making  processes  relativeto  the  collective  well  being  oftheir
people.  Ms.Cutlerwillbeginthisprocessbyintenriewingstatemidlocalprogram
leaders-  She  will  identify  what  resources  are available,  what  capacity-buildig  programs
or  imiatives  are effectmely  reaching  the  targeted  families,  and  will  determine  what  gaps
exist  between  effect#e  programming  and  tbe  partir,ipstion  of  low  incomc  families  and
miuiilies  of  color  in  the  planning  and  decision-makmg  process.  She  will  make
recommendations  on  how  to  fill  the  gaps  and  how  to support  low-mcome  families  and
commuukies  of  colorto  be  engaged  in  the  collec'he  decision-making  processes  for
developing  healthy  cnmmnnhies
The  studywUl  supportthe  State  mcentive  Grant  efforts  to  understmid  the  impad  of
racism  mid  classim  on  youth  and  the  tie  to  substance  abuse  mid  otherharmful  behaviots.
Therefore,  we  are asking  you  to  support  this  effort  byidentitying  commu-based
capa  building  efforts  currently  being  funded  by  the  state  and  implemented  agoss  MN-
Please e-mail  me  thenames  ofpeople  youthink  should  be onthe  intetview  list,  using  the
followingtwo  categories:
l)  Stateagencystaffwhowouldknowofstateresourcesbeingusedfor
community  capacity  building  in  relationto  low  income  families  mid/or
communkies  of  color  (you  can  list  your  ownname  here).
2) Localprogrampeople,  volunteer  orpaid,  whomyou  ivould  recommend
for  inclusion  on  the  list  of  folks  intenriewed  to  desibe  existuig/needed
resourcesto  reachthe  goal  offully  involving  low  mcome  families  and/or
communkies  of  color  in  community  decision-making.
Please >mail me the name of a contad permn, orBsinization/agency  name, a telephone
number,  and  indicate  where  the  inhiat#e  is  being  implemente.d  F-mail  me  die
mformation  byMarch  19  or  as soon  as possible  therea:aer.  We  should  have  a report  and
recommendations  fromMs.  Cutler  by  mid-summer.  Thank  you  for  suppog   effoff.
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APPENDIX  C
FOCUS  GROUP  QUESTIONS
Welcome!
Introductions  (name  and  what  organization/community  they  represent)
Overview  of  putpose  for  focus  group
Consent  forms  (include  audio  tape)
Focus  group  questions:
l)  Please  share  key  components  of  your  program  as it  relates  to building
community  capacity  and  inclusive  decision  making.
2) What  are the  barriers  or  difficulties  in  getting  folks  involved?  (Historic,
perceived  or real)
3) Search  for  best  practice:  What  have  you  found  to be the  most  effective
way/strategy  to get  low-income  people  and  people  of  color  involved  in
decision-making  within  communities?  What  motivates  them  to get
involved  and  how  is their  involvement  sustained?
a
A  Study  of  Community  Capacity  Building:  How  are Low-Income  Families
and  Communities  of  Color  Engaged  in  the  Process?
CONSENT  FORM
You  are  invitedto  be  in  a researdi  study  of  the  capaaty of  Minnesota's  low-income  families  and
communities  of  color  to  engage  in  local  defflsion-mak'ng  processes  as it  relates  to  the  collective
well  being  of  their  people.  You  were  selected  as a possible  partifflpant  because  the  agency  you
are  affiliatedwithwas  idenfified  as an  orgpxffizer,  finanmal or  general  supporter  of  a community
capaaty-buildingprogramorinitiative.  Weasktbatyoureadtbisformandaskatiyquestions
you  maybave  bdore  agreeing,  to  be  inthe  study.
This  studyis  being  conduded  by  Judie  Cuiler  inpartnership  with  Full  Circle  Community
Institute,  hic.,  as part  of  her  master's  thesis  in  Sofflal  Work:  Program  Development,  Planning  and
Arlmini<r;qtinn  qt Aiugsburg  College.
The purpose of  tbis study is to develop an iincit'rst,inffinz nf  the capaaty of  Minnesota's low-
income  families  and  communities  of  color  to  engage  inlocal  decision-gprocesses  that
relate  to  the  conedive  well  being  of  their  people.  What  is  the  exteni  of  the  partifflpation  gap  for
communities  of  color  atidlow-income  community  members?  How  and  where  arethey  engagedin
capaaty-buildingefforts?  Wmtarethemotivatingfactorsfortheirbeingengaged?Whatarethe
perceived  or  real  barriers  to  their  laa  of  engagement?  What  entities/organizations/support
systems  are  ciurently  engag'nglowincome  families  or  people  of  color  in  meaningful,  de6sion-
making  ways  w'tbin  the  community?  How  is success  defined?  What  tang'ble  and  ble
resources  are  currently  inplace  or  needto  be  inplace?  Wbat  canwe  leam  from
successful/unsuccessful  approadies?
Procedures:
If  you  agree  to  be  inthis  study,  we  would  ask  youto  do  one  or  both  of  the  follow'ng  things:
l)  Partiipate  in  a 15-minute  telephone  interviewto  share  your  story  about  community  capaaty
building, and/or 2) partimpate in  a 90-minuie  focus  group  to  explore  what  you  and  athers  from
your geographic area have leamed wbile impipmentinB  (IT partiapating  in a capaaty-building
untiahve.
Risks  and  Benefits  of  Being  in  the  Study:
The study has limitedrisks:  First,  otherpartiapanis  inthe  initiative  may  feel  aniagonistic  towards
youbecausetheyperceiveyouasa'diosen'orspeaalrepreseniative.  Second,youmay
experience  political  hostility  because  your  initiative  was  diosento  leam  from  instead  of  a
neighbo:  initiative.
There  areno  dired  benefits  to  partiapation.
Indirect benefits  to  partifflpation  tnayinclude:  Knowledge  gainedfronx  leaming  aboui  other





money  is  usedto  support  your  orga'zation  or  initiative,  the  name  of  your  organization  or
initiativemaybeincludedinpublishedreports.  Resear&recordswillbekeptinalockedfile;
only  the  researdiers  will  have  access  to  the  records.
Tape  recordings  may  be  used  gthe  focus  groups  to  ensurethattheintegrity  of  the  dialogue
is captured  inthe  final  report.  Those  having  access  to  the  tape  recotdings  andraw  data  include  the
following  members  of  Full  Circle  Community  Instituie,  Inc.:  Judie  Cutler,  Sam  Grani,  Laura
Bloomberg  andKathyBogen.
All  tapes  and  raw  data  will  be  destroyed  by  August  30,  2001.
Voluntary  Natme  of  the  Stiidy:
Your  deision  whether  ornot  to  parti6pate  will  not  affed  your  ciurent  or  fufure.relations  with
Augsburg  College  or  with  anyfunding  ag,ency  or  departinent  of  the  State  of  Afinnesota.  If  you
deade  to  partiapate,  you  are  free  to  withdraw  at any  time  without  affedingthose  relatiotxhips.
Contacts  and  Questions:
TheptimaryreseardietainductingthisstudyisJudieCuflet.  SecondaryzeserdigsincludeSam
Grant,  Laura  Bloomberg  and  Kathy  Bogen.  You  may  ask  any  questions  you  have  now.  If  you
have  questions  later,  you  may  contad  Judie  Cutler  at 612-724-5708  or  Dr.  Roseinary  Link  thesis
advisor  at Augsburg  College,  612-330-1147.
You  will  be g'ven  a copy  of  tbis  form  to  keep  for  your  records




Signature  of  investigator Date
I cotwent  to  be  audiotaped:
Signature Date
I consentto  allowuse  of  my  direct  quotations  inthepublishedthesis  document.
Signature Date

